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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to measure driving-related movement time in older

adults age >60 years with (TKR group; n:16) and without (No-TKR group; n:22) a total

knee replacement (TKR). Movement time was recorded while participants used two foot-

shifting strategies, a pivot and a lift, as they shifted their right foot from a simulated gas

pedaVswitch to a simulated brake pedaVswitch. Participants used their preferred foot

shifting method first (either a pivot or a lift), and the alternative strategy second (either a

pivot or a lift) in all trials. ln addition, active range of motion (AROM), the Timed Up

and Go (TUG) test, a foot tap test, three gait parameters (walking speed, cadence and

step-length), and a domain specific quality of life instrument, the Knee Injury and

Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS scale) were also assessed.

Overall, \ryomen had consistently slower movement time (compared to men) for both

preferred and alternative foot shifting strategy. There were no differences in movement

time between individuals with and without a TKR. Regression analysis revealed that

significant predictors for longer preferred and alternative movement time were height

(being shorter) and having more ADL difficulties. Individuals with a TKR reported

(significantly) more symptoms in their right knee, had reduced AROM in right hip

flexion and extension, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion, had shorter step length

compared to the No-TKR group, and had longer TUG times. This study demonstrates a

unique method of assessing movement time in individuals with and without a TKR and

provides direction for future research in this area.
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Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis (Scott & Hochberg,

1998; Flores & Hochberg, 2003). In Canada,3,000,000 people are affected by OA (The

Arthritis Society, 2005). Because the knee joint is the body's primary weight-bearing

joint, it is commonly affected by OA. Knee OA is one of the most common causes of

pain and functional disability in older adults (Ndongo, Ka, Leye, Diallo, Niang, Sy, &

Moreira, 2003). Treatment for this condition may be conservative (e.g., involving

medication, physical therapy, etc.) or surgical. Surgical treatment often involves a total

knee replacement (TKR) for patients with advanced osteoarthritis of the knee (Hawker et

al., 1998). In Canada, 24,815 TKRs were performed in 200I-2002 (Canadian Joint

Replacement Registry,2004). However, some studies indicate that for some individuals,

substantial residual pain and disability remain after a TKR (Jinks, Lewis & Croft, 2003;

Jones, Voaklander, Johnston, & Suarez- Almazor,2000). In turn, this may affect mobility

and compromise knee function, including the knee function required to safely operate the

gas and brake pedals of an automobile.

According to the Canada Safety Council (2000), about one-half of seniors living

in private households (1.7 million) drove a vehicle in the year 1996. Following TKR,

patients often inquire when they may be able to resume driving; but there is very limited

scientific data to assist the formation of guidelines for the resumption of driving

following TKR (Pierson, Earles & Wood, 2003). Therefore, this study examined driving-

related functional movements: those involved when moving the right foot from a

(simulated) gas pedal to a (simulated) brake pedal. Driving conditions often require

unexpected braking, especially in an emergency situation (Spalding, Kiss, Kyberd,
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Tumer-Smith, & Simpson, 1994).ln addition to muscle strength, cognitive, and sensory

firnctions, shifting the foot quickly from gas to brake pedal requires functional range of

motion at the hip, knee and ankle joints (Anstey et al., 2005). The ability to perform a

quick brake reaction might be impaired after a TKR, hence affecting the ability to stop

quickly in an emergency and compromising the safety of the driver and others on the

road.

Based on earlier studies of brake reaction time (BRT) and movement time after

TKR, an individual may be advised to resume driving six to eight weeks following

surgery (Pierson et a1.,2003; Spalding et al., 1994). However, none of these studies

examined factors that may influence movement time. For example, the time taken to shift

one's foot quickly from the gas to the brake pedal has not been examined in relation to

different strategies (e.g., lifting or pivoting the foot) that individuals may use when

braking. Moreover, extant research did not examine the hip, knee and ankle joint angles

involved when people shift the right foot from gas to brake pedal. These parameters may

be related to movement time and foot-shifting strategy. Another method of evaluating

TKR outcomes involves the use of self-report, quality of life measures such as the

WOMAC or KOOS scales (Jones eta1.,2000; Man<, 2003; Roos & Toksvig-Larsen,

2003) that examine knee-specific quality of life factors such as pain, stiffrress, and

function in activities of daily living after TKR and these may also be related to movement

time. In sum, a number of factors may influence retum to safe driving after TKR" such as

foot-shifting strategy, AROM, self-reported pain/symptoms and difñculties in ADL. By

assessing how these variables relate to movement time, this research provided direction

for future research to help determine when TKR patients may reconìmence driving.
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A review of the above literature has led to the formation of the following research

question: Are there differences in driving-related functional performance measures, and

in quality of life, of individuals with and without a right total knee arthroplasty?

Therefore, the purpose of this study, the "Driving-related Leg Movements in Older

Adults With and Without a Right Knee Replacement" (refened to hereafter as the Knee

Replacement Study) is to examine any potential difÊerences in driving-related functional

perforrnance measures involving the right leg, and in quality of life, between two groups

of individuals: those with a right TKR (TKR group, n: 17) and those without a right

TKR (No-TKR group, n:22).

This study assessed movement time (defined as the time taken to shift the right

foot from a simulated gas pedal to a simulated brake pedal), by using two foot-shifting

strategies: a lift and a pivot. Movement time was recorded using aLafayette

reaction/movement timer apparatus, which was connected to a gas and brake switch (i.e.,

simulated pedals). In addition, the groups were assessed for measurement of hip, knee

and ankle joint angles and range of motion (ROM) using a Vicon Motion Analysis

System (VMAS) when the braking strategy was performed. Additional physical measures

included: assessment of gait parameters using VMAS, AROM using a goniometer,

mobility using the Timed Up and Go test (TUG) (Podsiadlo, & Richardson, 1991), and an

adapted foot tap test (hereafter referred to as the tap test) (Staplin et al., 2003). Finally, a

knee-related quality of life measure, the Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Scale

(Koos) (Roos, Roos, Lohmander, Ekdahl, & Beynnon, T998), was also administered.

The descriptive statistics of the study are presented. Univariate and multivariate methods

were used to examine between-group difilerences in movement time for the two foot-
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shifting strategies and regression was employed to examine determinants of preferred and

alternative movement time. Correlation analyses were performed to examine

relationships between movement time, age, gender, physical measures, quality of life

measures, and functional performance variables.



Literature Review

Osteoørthritis and Total Knee Replacement

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a degenerative joint disease and is reported to be the most

coÍrmon type of arthritis (Scott & Hochberg, 1998; Flores & Hochberg, 2003). The joints

usually affected by OA are knees, hands, hips and spinal joints (Felson, 2003). According

to the Arthritis Society of Canada (2005), OA affects 3,000,000 Canadians. Some of the

common symptoms of OA are pain, stiffrress, alteration in the shape of the joint, and

functional impairment. In particular, it affects two thirds of adults who are age sixty-five

or older (Cushnaghan & Dieppe,l99l; Dodge, Mikkelsen, & Duff 1970). Disabiliry

associated with OA may include poor mobility, difficulty performing daily activities,

social isolation and loss of work opportunity, leading to serious financial concems

(O'Reilly & Doherty,2003). OA contributes significantly to overall disability in the

community. Among the different joints affected by OA, the knee is affected most often

(Adams & Hamblen,200l), and knee OA leads to the greatest decrease in mobility and

quality of life (Badley, 1995; O'Reilly &, Doherty, 2003).

The knee joint is a major weight-bearing joint of the human body and is thus more

prone to age-related degeneration. In OA of the knee joint, cartilage is gradually worn

and this may lead to hypertrophy of the bone at joint margins and formation of

osteoph¡es (Flores & Hochberg,2003). This results in pain, loss of function, and a

reduced quality of life (Downe-wamboldt, 1991). Hawker et al., (1998) state that

conservative treatrnent, such as medication and physical therapy is often used to relieve

symptoms in patients with mild to moderate severity. However, in cases of severe pain

and deformity, operative treatment may be considered. Frequently used operative
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measures for OA knee joint include the following: removal of loose bodies; upper tibial

osteotomy; excision of the patella; arthrodesis, and joint replacement (Adams &

Hamblen,200l).

Total knee replacement (TKR) is the surgical replacement of a painful, damaged

or diseased knee joint with an artificial joint (Harwin,2002).In this surgical procedure,

the damaged and diseased parts of the tibia and femur are removed, or femoral and tibial

condyles are resected. The new artificial joint is then fixed on the resected surface to

maintain the normal functional and anatomical position of the joint. Joint replacement is

increasingly used as one of the methods of treatment for advanced OA of the knee

(Brazier, Harper, Munro, walters, & Snaith, 1999). Most knee replacements are

performed for individuals age > 65 years, who have severe osteoarthritis of the knee

(Coyte et al., 1994; Hawker et a1., 1998). TKR is often the treatment of choice for

individuals with chronic knee joint destruction caused by OA specifically in people who

have severe pain, instability, deformity and restricted ROM in the affected knee (Harwin,

2002; Hawker et al., 1998; Chang, Pellissier, &,Hazen,1996).

In Canada, 24,815 total knee replacements were performed in200l-2002

(Canadian Joint Replacement Registry [CJRR], 2004). According to these statistics, in

2001-2002, the number of total knee replacements increased by 61.6%o,as compared to

1994-1995.In addition, total knee replacements increased 7.3%o in200l-2002 over the

previous year (CJRR, 2004). Furthermore, in 2001-2}12,Manitoba and Ontario had the

highest TKR rates, with 96.0 and 90.5 joint replacements per 100,000 people,

respectively (CJRR, 2004). The majoritv Q0.7%) were performed on patients age> 65

years, with a mean age of 69.0 yearc (69.2 years for females and 68.7 years for males) in
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200I-2002 (CJRR, 2004). After undergoing TKR, many individuals experience

improvement in pain and disability/mobility, while others do not experience these

positive changes and may have persistent pain and functional difniculties after TKR

surgery (Jinks, Lewis & Croft,2003).

Outcomes after Totøl Knee Replacement

The main goals of performing TKR surgery are to relieve pain and disability, and

to restore normal function of the knee joint (Hawker et al., 1998; Chang, Pellissier, &

Hazen, 1996). Studies show that the level of post-operative pain and disability is lower

when compared to the pre-operative level (Drewett, Minns & Sibly, 1992; GrifFrths et al.,

1995). However, a number of studies show that the level of pain and disability is higher

in individuals with TKR when compared to controls in the general population (Jinks,

Lewis & Croft, 2003; Jones et al., 2000). Individuals with a TKR may present qualitative

and quantitative deficits in functional activities (Mizner & Snyder-Mackler, 2005). Jones,

Voaklander, Johnston, & Suarez-Almazor (2000), conducted a study to assess

participants pre- and post- arthroplasty. Their study includedZ2S and276 participants

age 40 and older; the former participants had total hip replacements, and the latter had

total knee replacements. Participants were assessed one month pre-operatively and six

months post-operatively. The Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis

Index (WOMAC) (Bellamy et al., 1988) and the Medical Outcome Survey Short Form

SF-36 (McHorney, 'Ware, & Raczek, 1993) were used to assess health-related quality of

life. Results of this study revealed that l5%o to 30%o of patients with TKR reported little

or no improvement after surgery or were unsatisfied with the results of swgery. Although

some participants reported a significant improvement in pain, social function, physical
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function and general health after undergoing TKR, the quality of life experienced by

these TKR patients did not match the quality of life measures experienced by the study's

control group (i.e., people who did not have surgery).

In another study, Walsh, Woodhouse, Thomas and Finch (199S) compared a

group of individuals one year post-TKR surgery (n:29), with age and gender-matched

controls (n:40). Comparisons concerned walking speed, stair-climbing ability, knee

torque and AROM (age of the participants was not mentioned in the article). The study

demonstrated that men with TKR had a l7o/o slower walking speed and a 51olo slower

stair-climbing ability. Similarly, women with TKR had an l8olo slower walking speed,

and were 43%o slower in stair climbing. In terms of total work of the knee extensors,

individuals with a TKR performed29%oto 37Vo less work when compared to the control

group. These results indicated that physical and functional impairments persisted for one

year following TKR, as compared to age-matched controls.

Ouellet and Moffet (2002) assessed the extent of post-operative locomotor deficits

in individuals with a TKR (n: 16), comparing the values with a group of control subjects

(n: 2l). The former group had a mean age of 66.8 years and the latter group, 60 years.

Individuals within the TKR group \¡/ere compared pre- and post-operatively. The mobility

of participants was examined using a) gait and stair-climbing evaluations, b) the Timed

Up and Go test (Podsialdo & Richardson, 1991), and c) the six-minute walk test (Guyatt

et al., 1985). The results showed that two months following TK& participants had large

fi.rnctional deficits compared to the control group. Individuals with TKR had 54o/o slower

gait speed and significantly increased double-limb support during ambulation. In

addition, TKR individuals took 58% longer to complete the TUG and walked
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significantly shorter distances in the six-minute walk test. Moreover, the researchers

reported that two-month post-operative mobility was reduced, as compared to the pre-

operative level. Post-TKR participantshad2}%o slower gait speed, took2gTo longer to

climb stairs, 30o/o longer to complete the TUG, and covere d a IgYo shorter distance in the

six-minute walk test.

These studies suggest that the functional performance of individuals post-TKR,

may not bring them to the same level of function and quality of life as experienced by

control subjects. However, the studies that measured brake-reaction time of individuals

with a TKR did not examine objective measures that may be associated with driving-

related leg movements. Therefore, this study examined individuals with and without a

TKR, using measures that may be associated with driving performance. Specifically, this

study examined potential differences in the following variables: movement time; hip,

knee, and ankle joint angles when shifting the right foot from the gas to the brake switch

using the VMAS; active range of motion; the TUG; the foot tap test and gait parameters

of gait speed, cadence and step length, and knee-specific quality of life using the KOOS

scale (Roos et al., 1998).

Functionøl Performance Meas ures

A performance measure is one in which an individual is asked to perform a

specific task that is evaluated using predetermined criteri4 such as counting repetitions or

timing the activity (Guralnik et al., 1989). Physical performance measures usually tend to

assess only a single aspect from the domain of interest (Shatford et al., 2003). They

provide an objective measwement of a person's physiological and functional st¿tus and

are sensitive to change over time (Cress et al., 1995).
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Movement Time

Driving a vehicle is an activity valued by many older adults (Ganz, Levin,

Peterson & Ranawat,2003). Anstey et al. (2005) propose that three factors, cognition,

sensory function and physical function/medical condition help to predict driving ability.

Reductions in muscle strength, endurance and flexibility may also impair driving ability

(Anstey et a1.,2005). In addition, slower and inaccurate initiation and execution of

movement may affect driving skills @orter, & Whitton,2002).If people have residual

pain and restricted ROM, it may cause slower initiation and diffrcult movement when

braking. The result may afÊect the ability to depress the brake pedal quickly. According to

Spalding et al. (1994), a vital requirement for safe driving is the ability to stop quickly in

an emergency.

Shifting the foot quickly from the gas to the brake pedal requires movement of the

hip, knee and ankle joint. One important, objective measure of driving ability is brake

reaction time (BRT) (Ganz, Levin, Peterson & Ranawat,2003; Morrison, Swope &

Halcomb, 1986; Spirduso, 1975). Previous research divided total brake reaction time into

perception or reaction time, and movement time (Lister, 1950; Spalding et a1.,1994;

Green, 2000). Reaction time was defined as the time from presentation of a red light

stimulus until the foot starts to move offthe gas switch./brake pedal, whereas, movement

time was defined as the time t¿ken from the start of the movement offthe gas pedal until

the foot depresses the brake switch (Lister, 1950; Spalding et al., 1994; Green, 2000).

Some studies recorded perception time and movement time separately; other studies

measured total brake reaction time, and some examined only movement time (Green,

2000). In general, previous studies employed the following protocol: Individu¿ls were
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seated in front of a red light stimulus and they were instructed to respond by moving their

right foot from the gas to the brake switch of a reaction timer when the stimulus was

presented (Green, 2000).

While a number of studies focus on measuring brake reaction time, there is

limited research examining BRT in individuals who have received a TKR. One study by

Spalding et al. (1994) examined BRT in individuals with a TKR in order to develop

guidelines to help determine when people can safely resume driving after surgery. Their

study population consisted of 29 participants (mean age,74 years) with a TKR who were

assessed pre-operatively and at 4, 6,8 and 10 weeks, post-operatively. These participants

were compared to 20 control group participants (mean age,67 years). A simulæed car

set-up with a reaction/movement timer was used to record the BRT. The results of the

study showed that the mean BRT of drivers was .72 seconds for the TKR group þre-

operatively) and .71 seconds for the control goup. Based on the results of the study, the

authors suggest that because BRT retumed in their study to pre-operative values by the

eighth week following TKR, it is safe to resume driving at eight weeks post-TKR.

However, in the above study, the researchers recruited individuals with a TKR who were

both drivers and non-drivers, and also included individuals with a left TKR. Therefore,

the lack of appropriate inclusion and exclusion criteria likely influenced the study results.

Accordingly, the suggested timeframe involved for the resumption of driving may be

underestimated.

In a similar study by Pierson et al. (2003), researchers investigated pre- and post-

operative BRT among patients with a TKR. The purpose of the study was to determine

when participants could resume driving, and to discern if gender afflects BRT.
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Researchers recruited 31 participants undergoing TKR with a mean age of 68.5 years.

BRT was examined 3 weeks before and at 3, 6 and 9 weeks after surgery. According to

study results, BRT improved, post-operatively, by 12.5% at 6 weeks and by 17.5%o at9

weeks, when compared to the pre-operative level. In addition, the mean BRT for men

was 200 milliseconds (ms) faster than women's mean BRT. The authors of this study

advised that surgeons can recommend a return to driving at six weeks post-TKR. A major

drawback of this study was that there was no control group. Instead, the authors

compared pre- and post-operative BRT of individuals with knee osteoarthritis. These

individuals might have had a slower pre-operative BRT, owing to knee pathologies, than

those in a control group.Therefore, in order to determine acceptable post-operative brake

response times, it would be important to compare brake reaction times of individuals with

and without a TKR to determine any potential differences in BRT or movement time

between the two groups.

Although the few previous studies examining BRT in individuals with a TKR

recorrmended that one can resume driving anywhere fuom6-12 weeks post-operatively,

none of the studies examined factors that may influence movement time. For example, a

study conducted by Meikle, Devlin, & Pauley (2006) examined brake response time after

right transtibial amputation, in order to assess safety when operating foot pedals. It also

examined different techniques associated with foot-shifting. To measure brake response

time, the above researchers used brake and gas pedals (Logitech Inc, CA) in addition to

Vericom reaction timer software (version 1.00). Their study measured brake response

time, using the following four foot pedal arrangements:

1) Prosthesis operating both the accelerator and brake pedals;
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2) Prosthesis operating the accelerator and left foot operating the brake;

3) Left foot operating both the accelerator and brake, and

4) Left-sided accelerator with the left foot operating both the accelerator and
brake.

The main outcome measures of the study were the following: reaction time; movement

time; brake response time, and pedal configuration preference. The authors found that

using the prosthesis to operate the accelerator pedal while using the left foot to operate

the brake pedal, resulted in slower reaction time, movement time and brake response

time. The fastest times for each measure resulted when the left foot operated both the

accelerator and brake pedal. The study's results led the authors to advise that right

transtibial amputees should not drive using both feet on the pedals.

However, none of the studies involving TKR patients examined different foot-

shifting strategies and the potential influence these strategies have on BRT. Moreover,

none of the studies examined other functional parameters such as the hip, knee, and ankle

joint ROM (following TKR), which may interfere with foot-shifting and thus affect brake

response time. Therefore, to address these gaps in the literature, this study compared

participants with and without a right TKR and examined movement time according to

two different foot-shifting strategies: a pivot and a lift strategy. A Lafayette movement

timer (Model number 63017) was used to record reaction time and total movement time.

In addition, joint angles during the foot shifting strategy were examined using a Vicon

460 Motion Analysis System (Vicon Motion Systems lnc., Lake Forest, CA).
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MotionAnalysß

Three-dimensional (3-D) motion analysis systems are frequently used to examine

gait or lower limb joint parameters, such as range of motion. This process usually

involves the use of two or more specialized cameras and the placement of reflective

markers on anatomical landmarks, which define the area of the body under examination.

Light is reflected off the markers and into the camera lens; a resulting stick image is

computed with specialized software and is displayed on a computer screen (McGinnis,

2005). The software computes a mathematical model that predicts the joint centre (e.g.,

the hip, knee or ankle joint centre, in this study). This is done from data recorded by the

c¿ìmera in three planes and from an individual's anthropometric measurements, such as

weight, height, leg length, and width of ankle and knee joints. The computer software is

then able to generate a stick figure and to compute gait parameters or joint angles that are

of interest to the researcher. The anatomical motion analysis data can be used for both

research and clinical pu{poses (Schwartz & Rozumalski, 2005). This 3-D reproduction

has many uses, such as for medical assessment of movement disorders, and for

understanding athletic techniques.

While a motion analysis system has been used to study gait in individuals with a

TKR (Fuchs, Floren, Skwara, & Tibesku,2002; Webster, Witfwer, & Feller. 2003), there

are no extant studies that examine hip, knee, and ankle joint angles during the

performance of such functional tasks as shifting one's foot from gas to brake pedal.

Similarly, no studies compared these functional tasks in individuals with and without a

TKR. Therefore, this study examined hip, knee, and ankle joint angles during the
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aforementioned two shifting maneuvers, using a Vicon 460 Motion Analysis System,

while, at the same time, recording movement time.

Actíve Range of Motion

Post-operative active and passive knee joint range of motion (ROM) is considered

one of the most important indicators of patient satisfaction and functional performance

after TKR (Kawamura & Bourne, 2001; Rowe & Nutton, 2005). Tew, Forster, & Wallace

(1989) conducted a review of 724 clients with TKRs one year after surgery and found

that nearly half of the clients could not flex thefu knee joint beyond 90o. In another study,

AROM and functional knee movement were assessed pre- and post-TKR (Rowe &

Myles, 2005). Researchers used an electrogoniometer to examine knee ROM (n:50)

when participants performed l1 activities of daily living (ADL). Results revealed that

83% of subjects, who had more than 90o of knee flexion before surgery, demonstrated

significantly reduced knee flexion after undergoing TKR.

Restricted knee flexion might afFect the ability to shift the foot quickly from the

gas to the brake pedal while driving a vehicle. No existing research examines the

association of AROM with movement time. Therefore, in this study, active hip flexion

and extension, knee flexion and extension, ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint

range of motion were assessed using a universal goniometer. These measurements

permitted examination of any potential joint ROM restrictions and of a possible

association between ROM restrictions and movement time.

Traditionally, AROM has been measured using a universal goniometer. This

device is reported to have high criterion-related validity and content validity (Clarkson,

2000). Validity is "the degree to which an instrument measures what it is supposed to
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measure (Currier, 1990). Reliability is the extent to which the instrument yields similar

results on repeated use by the same observer or by different observers (Sim & Arnell,

t993). Because intra-tester reliability is reported to be better than inter-tester reliability

when using a universal goniometer, it is recommended that the same therapist should

perform all measures when possible (Youdas et al., l99t;Low, !976). Joint measurement

can be recorded reliably when ROM is assessed using a "single standardized protocol" of

measurement (Dijkstra et al., 1994). The previous research indicated that averaging

repeated measures makes no difference to the reliability of the goniometer recordings

(Elveru, Rothstein, & Lamb, 1988; Boone et al., 1978). Therefore, in this study, ARQM

was measured by one tester using a universal goniometer and a standardized protocol, as

recoÍrmended by Clarkson (2000).

The Timed Up ønd Go test

One of the performance measures used in studies examining functional

performance after TKR is the Timed Up and Go (TUG) test (Freter & Fruchter,2000;

Ouellet & Moffet, 2002). The TUG is reported to be a reliable and valid screening and

assessment tool for measuring functional mobility and the risk of falling in older adults

@odsiadlo and Richardson, 1991). The authors suggest that older adults who take less

than}0 seconds to complete the test are likely to be independent in mobility and

transfers. In constrast, they suggest that individuals taking more than 30 seconds to

complete the test are more likely to require assistance with transfers and mobility.

In a study by Ouellett & Moffet (2002), individuals (n: 16) with a mean age of

66.8 years were compa¡ed before and two months after a TKR. In addition, the TKR

group w¿ls compared to a No-TKR control group. The authors report that before TKR,
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participants took 30olo less time to complete the TUG, as compared to individuals in the

No-TKR group. The results of the study revealed that participants with a TKR took27%o

and 58%o longer than the control group to complete the TUG pre- and post-operatively,

respectively.

Freter & Fruchter (2000) examined the relationship between the TUG and gait

time in a group (n : 79) of inpatients admitted either for a TKR (n: 29), total hip

replacement (THR) (n: 30) or hip fracture (n:20). Researchers used the TUG and a l0

meter walk test as the outcome measÌues. The mean age of the participants was 73.4

years. Researchers noted a strong correlation between gait time and the TUG; however,

they suggest that these two measures are not redundant and differ by diagnosis, mobility

and status of the patient. For example, the authors reported that the above correlation at

the time of admission and discharge was r : .74 andr: .81, respectively. The correlation

between TUG and gait time was strong at admission and discharge for patients with TKR

and total hip replacement (THR). However, the above authors reported that correlations

were weaker for patients with a fracture of the hip joint.

The TUG has been used as one of the functional outcome measures in numerous

clinical studies involving a geriatric population. For example, it was used as an

assessment tool for a rehabilit¿tion program in a geriatric hospital (Hershkovitz, Gottlieb,

Beloosesky, & Brill, 2003) with 353 patients who had either a stroke or joint replacement

surgery GKR and THR). Results revealed that at the time of discharge, there was

significant improvement in the TUG, regardless of diagnosis. The researchers reported

that, at the time of discharge, the average TUG time was 33o/o faster as compared to the

average TUG time at admission. Therefore it was included in this study to examine the
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relationship to movement time and other functional parameters, and to examine if this

sample population had similar TUG times reported in previous research.

Foot tøp test

In addition to the TUG, a foot tap test was used in this study to assess a

performance task that simulated the movement of shifting the foot from a gas to a brake

pedal. This test was adapted from studies using similar tests. For example, Nguyen, Hau,

& Bartlett (2000) conducted a study to evaluate BRT before and after surgery in

individuals with anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) instability. Participants (n:73) were

examined before surgery and at 2,4,6 and 8 weeks after surgery. In addition to BRT,

researchers used a foot stepping test. This consisted of the participant seated on a chair

with a paper box (length : 30 cm, breadth :2.5 cm and height : 2.5 cm) placed on the

floor along hisiher right foot. The participant was instructed to step on either side of the

box without touching it, and to move as fast as possible; the number of steps was

recorded for 10 seconds. This test was used to simulate the leg movements used while

shifting the right foot between gas and brake pedal. Researchers reported a strong

correlation between the stepping test's results and reaction time of participants.

Moreover, six weeks after surgery,37.5o/o of participants reached their pre-operative level

in the stepping test and 75o/o rcached their pre-operative level for reaction time.

In 2003, the U.S. department of transportation developed a driver screening and

evaluation program (Staplin, Lococco, Gish, & Decin4 2003) and used a foot tap test as

one of the physical performance measures. They used a 75 mm(3 inch) binder for the

test. Participants were instructed to sit on a chair with the open binder placed on the floor

in front of the participant. In this tes! individuals were instructed to place their left foot
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under the chair and asked to move their right foot on either side of binder as quickly as

possible for ten taps. An administrator manually recorded the time taken to complete the

test. The movement pattern used in the foot stepping and tap tests may be similar to the

foot-shifting pattern used when driving a vehicle. Because of the potential relationship to

movement time, an adapted foot tap test, described in the methods section (below), was

included in the current study.

Gøít

Another important parameter that may be altered after aTKR is walking ability

(or gait). Gait is described as the manner or style of walking (Whittle, 1996) and the gait

cycle is defined as a single series of events between two sequential initial contacts by the

foot of same limb on the floor (Perry,1992). Gait analysis is the systematic measurement,

description, and assessment of the parameters charcctenzing human locomotion (Davis et

al.,l99l). Various methods are used for gait analysis: observational gait analysis;

electrogoniometers; cameras (still photography), and motion analysis systems (using

video cameras) (Perry, 1992).

Gait analyses included the following measurements: step length; cadence (number

of steps per minute); velocity (distance per unit of time in a particula¡ direction); swing-

stance time, and single or double limb support time (Chen et a1., 1991). The gait cycle is

divided into two phases: stance phase (the period during which the foot is on the ground)

and swing phase (the period during which the foot is in the air) (Perry, 1992).The

reported normal interval of time dwing which the foot is on the floor is 609/o for stance

and 40%o for swing phases (Munay et al., 1964). The single limb support and double

stance interval are 40Yo and lÙYo, respectively (Perry, 1992). However, the precise
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duration of these gait cycle intervals varies with a person's walking velocity (Andriacchi,

1977). Gait may be altered due to various factors that restrict joint motion. For example,

it may be related to joint abnormalities, quadriceps weakness, osteoarthritic changes and

pain (Perry, 1992). Osteoarthritis of the knee often leads to changes in gait and mobility

function that affect walking, stair-climbing and activities of daily living (Ouellet &

MofÊet, 2002).Individuals with osteoarthritis (OA) are reported to have slower walking

speed, decreased cadence, shorter step length and shorter single stance phase ofthe

involved leg, when compared to individuals without oA (Berman,zafio,Bosacco, &

Israelite, 1987; Chao, Laughman, & Stauffer, 1980).

Although "one goal of knee replacement is to improve function, that is, gait"

(Berman et al., 1987, p. 1340), patients may not achieve a normal walking pattern, post-

surgery. Several studies evaluated the gait cycle after knee replacement. For example,

Lee, Tsuchida, Kitahara & Moriya (1999) assessed gait variables in 20 individuals, pre-

and post-TKR (average age, 68 years), and compared the gait parameters of those with a

TKR (n:20) and of a control group (n:35). The mean age of the former groups w¿rs

68 years; the mean age of the latter group was 69 years. The authors reported that patients

with a TKR one year or more post-surgery, had significantly (pS .05) slower gait velocity

than those in the control group. In addition, step length was shorter, and step width was

wider, in those with a TKR, when compared to the control group. Furthermore, single-leg

support time was shorter and bilateral support time was longer among their subjects who

had a TKR.

In another study, Chen, Cheng, Shang and Wu (1991) examined individuals (n:

13) who had a TKR, by using a computerized Vicon motion analysis system and force
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plates. Results from their gait analysis showed a slower velocity, shorter step-length and

reduced cadence in individuals with a TKR (mean age,64.8 years), when compared to a

group of younger, control subjects (mean age,26.8 years). In addition, participants with a

TKR had longer double-limb support time and reduced single-leg support time. One of

the drawbacks of the study was that the TKR individuals were not compared to an age-

matched control group. It was possible that gait unsteadiness experienced after TKR may

have been related to pain and decreased range of motion in the joints (Sinaki et al., 2004),

factors that may also be associated with one's ability to shift the foot quickly from gas to

brake pedal when driving a vehicle. This study used the Vicon motion analysis system to

obj ectively measure kinematic gait parameters.

Health-Reløted Quolíty of Life Meøsures

Quality of life refers to an overall sense of well-being, with a strong relation to a

person's health perceptions and ability to function (O'Sullivan,2001).It included all

aspects of community life that have a direct and great influence on the physical and

mental health of people (Centre for Disease Control and Prevention, 2005). Health-

related quality of life includes the physical, psychological, and social domains of health

that are influenced by an individual's experiences, beliefs, expectations, and perceptions

(Ingang & Anderson,2002). Health-related quality of life measures are divided into two

categories: generic and domain-specific. The focus of domain-specific quality of life

instruments is on a primary condition or a population of interest; it is therefore reported

to be more responsive to changes in perceptions over time (Guyatt, Feeny and Patrick,

1993). Moreover, domain-specific quality of life instruments are reported to be easier to

administer and interpret (McSweeny and Creer, 1995).
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Generally, knee surgery is performed to reduce pain and disability and to improve

functional ability, mobility, and knee-related quality of life (Marx, 2002). Therefore, an

instrument that is used to measure knee-related quality of life should cover such

important components as pain, symptoms, the ability to carry on activities of daily living,

and one's own perceptions of quality of life. The Western Ontario and McMaster

Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) is a well validated outcome measure

developed to assess pain, stiffrress, and physical function in elderly patients with hip or

knee OA @ellamy et al., 1988). It includes t¡ree subscales: pain, symptoms, and

activities of daily living. The WOMAC is the most frequently used outcome instrument

for assessing the effects of patient-relevant treatment associated with osteoarthritis (Roos

and Toksvig-Larsen, 2003). For example, Lingard,Katz, Wright and Sledge (2001)

conducted a study to compare responsiveness of the Knee Society Clinical Rating Scale

(Insall, Dorr, Scott and Scott, 1989) and the WOMAC. Based on the study's results the

authors concluded that the WOMAC has high internal consistency and was a responsive

outcome measure following TKR.

However, some patients eligible for TKR may have expectations of engaging in

more demanding physical functions, such as those required for sports and recreational

activities, as well as for daily living (Roos et al., 2002). To address these functions, Roos,

Roos, Lohmander, Ekadahl, and Beynnon (1998) developed the Knee Injury and

Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS), that has also been used to assess outcomes after

TKR surgery (Roos and Tokswig-Larsen, 2003).The KOOS is a knee-specific

questionnaire that includes the WOMAC in its original form, with all subscales (i.e., pain,

stiffrress and ADL function). Two additional subscales were developed and included in
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the KOOS questionnaire, knee-related quality of life (QOL) and sports and recreational

activities (Roos, Roos, Lohmander, Ekadahl, and Beynnon, l99g).

Garratt, Brealey & Gillespie (2004) studied 16 patient-administered, knee-specific

QOL health instruments and compared them according to reliability, validity and

responsiveness. All the instruments were identified through literature searches, and the

relevant information regarding the instrument content, patient population, reliability,

validity and responsiveness was extracted from peer-reviewed, published papers. The

authors concluded that the KOOS instrument has good evidence of reliability,

responsiveness, and content and construct validity.

Paxton and Fithian (2005) reviewed and evaluated general health instruments in

order to identifu appropriate measures to examine knee arthroplasty outcomes. The

authors considered psychometric properties (i.e., validity, reliabilify and responsiveness)

and practical considerations of various instruments, such as the following: the Short

Form-36 (sF 36) (McHorney, w'are, & Raczek, lgg3), short Form-12 (ware, Kosinski,

& Dewey, 2000), and specific knee scales, such as the Knee Society Clinical Rating

System (Insall, Dorr, scott, & scott, 1989), Knee outcome survey (Irgang et a1.,199g),

International Knee Documentation committee scale (Ingang et al., 2001),woMAC

(Bellamy et al., 1988), and KOOS (Roos et al. , 199S). Based on an extensive review of

the literature, the researchers suggest using the SF-36 (as a health-related eOL measure)

and the KOOS as a knee-specific quality of life outcome instrument for complete

evaluation following knee arthroplasty. In summary, the KOOS is a valid, reliable and

responsive instrument for patient-relevant outcomes, following TKR (Roos & Toksvig-
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Larsen, 2003) and as such, this instrument was chosen as a knee-specific quality of life

outcome measure in this study, for comparing the TKR and No-TKR groups.

Summary of the Líterature Revíew

Many individuals with advanced OA of the knee receive a TKR. It is performed

to relieve pain, disability and to restore normal function of the knee joint (Hawker et al.,

1998; chang, Pellissier, and Hazen,1996F-all of which have an impact on eol-.

Whereas a majority of people report improvement following TKR, a substantial number

of people may report significant physical and functional impairments following a TKR

(walsh, v/oodhouse, Thomas and Finch, 1998). TKR may lead to residual pain and

impaired fi.rnctional capacity (Mizner and Snyder-Mackler,2005) and may potentially

affect an individual's quality of life. Driving a vehicle is an activity valued by many older

adults (Garu, Levin, Peterson and Ranawat,2003);therefore, driving capability may be

regarded as a valued component of quality of life.

The ability to stop a vehicle quickly requires acceptable brake reaction and

movement time (Spalding et a1.,1994). However, there is limited research examining

BRT in individuals after TKR surgery. Moreover, there is no research that focuses on

different foot-shifting strategies during a braking response or on the association of foot-

shifting strategy with BRT after TKR.

In order to shift one's foot quickly from a gas to a brake pedal, functional ROM in

the hip, knee and ankle joint is required. Following TKR, an individual's movement time

may be increased, possibly owing to restricted range of motion and residual pain-thus

likely affecting the ability to brake quickly. Therefore, in this study, movement time of

individuals with and without a right TKR was compared when they used two foot-
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shifting strategies: a pivot and a lift. In addition to comparing movement time between

groups, this study examined relationships between movement time and movement -
related variables (e.g., gendeÍ. age, body mass index, height, weight, hip, knee ankle joint

angles and active range of motion). Furthermore, this study compared the TKR and No-

TKR groups on performance-based measures that may be related to movement time,

namely hip, knee and ankle joint angles when participants perform the braking action. In

addition, the study included a knee specific quality of life measure and performance

based measures that have been used in previous TKR studies (e.g., active range of motion

(AROM), the Timed Up and Go test (TUG), gait parameters) and a foot tap test.
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Objectives

The purpose of this study was to examine any potential diflerences in driving-

related functional performance measures and in one quality of life measure between two

groups of individuals: those with a right TKR (TKR group) and those without a right

TKR (No-TKR group). This study had the following five, major objectives:

l. To examine between-group differences in movement time for each foot-

shifting strategy (a lift and a pivot).

2. To examine between-group differences in hip, knee and ankle joint angles and

range of motion using the VMAS.

3. To investigate between-group differences in functional performance measures

using the Timed Up and Go test, the foot tap test, active range of motion

measured by a universal goniometer, and three gait parameters, step-length,

cadence and gait speed.

4. To examine between-group differences in quality of life with the knee-specific

KOOS scale.

5. To examine associations (i.e., correlations) between movement time, VMAS

hip, knee, and ankle joint angles and range of motion, the five subscales of the

knee-specific KOOS scale, and functional performance measures (TUG, tap

test, AROM and gait parameters).
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Hypotheses

In relation to objectives 1-4, it was hypothesized that:

A. Individuals with anght TKR (TKR group) compared to those without a TKR (No-

TKR group) will demonstrate:

l. Longer movement time when shifting from the gas to brake switch (i.e.,

individuals with TKR will be slower)

2. Reduced total ROM, flexion-directed movement and extension-directed

movement at the right knee joint when shifting the right foot from gas to brake

switch (as measured by VMAS)

3. Decreased AROM in the right hip, knee, and ankle joint

4. Longer time to complete the Timed Up and Go test

5. Decreased number of taps in the foot tap test

6. Decreased gait speed, cadence (i.e., number of steps in one minute) and step-

length in the right leg

7. Individuals with TKR will report more pain, more symptoms, reduced quality

of life, more difficulties in function in activities of daily living, and reduced

fimction in sports and recreational activities.

In relation to Objective 5, it was hypothesized that:

A. 1. Longer movement time will be significantly associated with more restricted joint

angles and range of motion as measured by VMAS

2. Longer movement time will be significantly associated with reports of more pain,

symptoms, more difficulties with ADL, more problems v¿ith function in sports and

recreational activities, and lower QOL as measured by the KOOS subscales
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3. Longer movement time will be significantly associated'ù/ith more restricted active

range of motion (measwed by goniometer)

4. Longer movement time will be significantly associated with fewer number of taps in

the foot tap test

5. Longer movement time will be significantly associated with slower right leg gait

speed, fewer steps per minute (cadence) and shorter step length

6. Longer movement time will be significantly associated with longer time to complete

the Timed Up and Go test and fewer taps in the foot tap test.
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Clinical Relevance

This study extends the existing literature regarding the assessment of brake

response time and movement time in individuals following TKR surgery. It does so by

including two different foot-shifting strategies, by examining functional performance

measures that may be related to movement time, and by assessing domain-specific, TKR-

related quality of life. No previous studies examined braking movement time when

considering different foot-shifting strategies. The information from this study may help to

improve understanding of any potential difflerences in driving-related leg function in

individuals with and without a right TKR. As a result, this study may also provide

direction for the development of a rehabilitation program, specifically designed to assess

and improve leg function following TKR and in relation to the safe operation of a motor

vehicle (especially regarding specific movements associated with braking). For example,

the foot tap test used in this study simulates the movement used when shifting between

the gas and brake pedal and future research may examine the psychometric properties of

this particular test as both an outcome measure and a rehabilitation exercise.

Limitations

This is a laboratory-based study and accordingly, it has several limitations:

l. The simulated gas and brake pedaUswitches that were attached to the Lafayette timer

apparatus and used to record movement time were not equivalent to the devices used for

an actual driving situation. In the laboratory setting, these switches were attached to a

board. The participant sat in front of the switches on an ordinary chair (not a car seat),

which had the centre of the back removed. This was done to be able to capture the VMAS

markers placed on the posterior superior iliac spine (bilaterally). In addition, there was no
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steering wheel in front of the participants that would help them to stabilize their body

while shifting the right foot, thereby possibly influencing movement time. Instead, the

participant was told to hold onto the side to the chair seat to keep the arms from blocking

the capture of the markers placed on the anterior superior iliac spines (see Figure 2,

showing the participant seated in front of the red light stimulus).

2. There was some predictability about responding to the red light stimulus as participants

were anticipating the red light to go on for the testing procedure. In contrast, in a real

driving situation, braking is often a response to an unanticipated event.

3. The participants were allowed to use one, two or three wooden boards (height 1.5 cm

each) under their right foot, if they had difÍrculty reaching the switches while shifting

from gas to brake switch. This tended to occur with individuals of short stature. This

might have led to some discrepancy in recorded joint angles when participants shifted

their right foot from gas to brake switch.

4. Control group participants were not asked to report if they had any knee-related

problems, such as osteoarthritis. Pre-existing right knee problems in this group may

potentially cause slower movement time and thus may have influenced study results.

5. Some participants in the TKR group voluntarily reported that they also had a left knee

replacement. However, this information was not systematically documented for all

participants.
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Methods

Pørticip ønt Recr uítment/S creenin g

This was a cross-sectional study and included community-dwelling adults, aged

60 years and older. Ethical approval for the study was received from the University of

Manitob4 Bannatyne Campus Health Research Ethics Board. Data for this thesis were

collected during the larger research study outlined in the ethics approval document and in

the participant information and consent form (see Appendix A). Several strategies were

used for participant recruitment. Posters (see Appendix B) were placed at various hospital

physiotherapy departments, senior's apartment buildings and senior centres. A notice

about the study was also placed in the "Growing Older" column of the Winnipeg Free

Press, and a notice was placed in the Seniors' Resource Network website

(www.seniors.cimnet.ca). All posters and notices asked individuals to contact the

principal investigator, Dr. Weinberg, if they were interested in participating in the study.

All those who contacted Dr. Weinberg by phone or e-mail received a follow-up

telephone call from the research assistant who screened each person over the phone to

determine if she or he met the eligibility criteria (See Appendix C for screening

instrument).Those who expressed interest in participating in the study and who were

eligible for participation received by mail a written "Participant Information and Consent

Form", which described the study and the activities that each participant was asked to

complete in the study (see Appendix A), as well as a driving questionnaire (not included

in this thesis but which is included in other aspects of the larger study).

Participants were phoned a second time by the research assistant, 3-5 days after

the package was mailed, in order to determine the following: if the individual received
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the information package, if he or she had a chance to review the information, and to

discuss any questions he or she had in relation to the study. At this time, two

appointments were also scheduled for those who agreed to participate.

The f,rrst appointment lasted on average two hours and the second appointment

lasted approximately one hour. Both appointments were held at the School of Medical

Rehabilitation, on the 3rd floor of the Rehabilitation Hospital. Appointment one took

place in Dr. 'Weinberg's Aging, Social Cognition, and Rehabilitation Laboratory, and

appointment two in Dr. Shay's Pain Research Laboratory where the Vicon apparatus is

housed. All the participants were requested to bring a pair of (tight) shorts and walking

shoes for both appointments.

Eligibility Criteria

Individuals were eligible to participate in the Knee Replacement Study if they met

the following inclusion criteria:

1. Aged 60 years or older

2. English speaking

3. Regular drivers (people who drive at least once per week)

4. Ambulatory (with or without assistive devices)

5. Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) score of > 24.The Mini-Mental State

Examination (MMSE) (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh,l975) is abrief standardized

screening test of cognition. It assesses orientation, attention, immediate and short-term

recall, language, and ability to follow verbal and written commands. The cut-off score for

normal cognition is 24130 (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975). The MMSE was used to
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screen participants for their abilify to follow instructions for the various tasks performed

in the study.

6. For the TKR group, individuals who had a right TKR three months to one year prior to

the date of participation in the study.
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Measures

Equipment Description

Løfayette Reaction ønd Movement timer

Movement time was recorded using the Lafayette Reaction and Movement timer

(Model Number 63017) (see Figure 1 on page 36). The apparatus consisted of the timer

recording system, a visual stimulus box, and the gas/brake foot switches. The Lafayette

Reaction and Movement timer has two digital clock timers that measue reaction time

and total movement time in seconds. An operator controls the timing of the visual

stimulus box and records the time as registered on the two digital clocks. The first digital

clock (shown in Figure I on the left) shows reaction time, that is, the time taken to lift the

foot off the gas switch after the red light visual stimulus is tumed on. The second clock

on the right shows the total movement time (i.e., the sum of reaction time and movement

time). The time taken to shift the foot from gas to brake switch and to depress it fully is

called movement time. The movement time used for this study was calculated by

subtracting reaction time from the total movement time (i.e., Movement Time : Total

Movement Time - Reaction Time). The total movement time is referred to as brake

reaction/response time in some studies.

Two switches, one for the gas and one for the brake were fixed on a wooden

board (for dimensions, see Table 1 on page 35). The switches were attached to the

movement timer machine. A chair was placed on the wooden board (height from floor to

top of seat was 18 inches) and participants were seated on this chair during the trials. The

chair did not have any afinrests and the back of the chair was removed, so that the

visibility of the reflective markers used with the motion analysis system was not
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restricted (see Figure 2 onpage 36). Participants were asked to place the chair at a

distance from the switches, according to their comfort level. For each participant, the

distance between the switches and the front legs of the chair was recorded.

The movement timer was attached to a visual stimulus box that was placed at a

height of 68 cm (see Figure 2).The visual stimulus box had two small lights: one red and

one white. The white light was tumed on as the movement time operator started the trial

and turned offautomatically after one second. This white light was designed so that the

participant could prepare himself/herself for the trial. The white light on the visual

stimulus box was shielded using a2 cm long cardboard, to avoid interference with the

VMAS.

The red light appeared on the visual stimulus box after the white light was

displayed. The delay time between the white and red light was controlled by the operator

and was designed to make the red light response less predictable. In other words, to avoid

a learning effect, the time delay between white and red light changed before each trial

and was sequenced as l, 2, 3 , 2, I , l, 2, 3 (and so on) seconds. There was a rest period of

approximately 30 seconds to one minute between the trials, in order to reduce fatigue.

The protocol for recording the movement time is described in the section "Appointment

Two."

Table 1. Configuration of wooden board and gas/brake switches

Width of wooden board: 30 inches
Length of wooden board:50 inches
Distance between the base of the gas and brake switches: 3.5 inches
Angle of inclination of gas switch: 30o

Angle of inclination of brake switch:30o
Height of gas switch: 5.2 inches
Height of brake switch: 6 inches
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Figure l. Lafay ette Reaction/Nlovement Timer
Note: Digital clocks A (on the left) and B (on the right) record the reaction and total movement
time, respectively. The circular control on the bottom (right) is used to adjust the time interval
between the white and red light.

Figure 2. Experimental set up shorving the visual stimurus box
Note: The back of the chail'was open in order to display markers for the Vicon Motion Analysis
System. The red light on the visual stimulus box is on.
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Figure 3. Experimental set up showing the gas switch
Note: The gas switch is on the light and the brake switch is on the left of the board. The panicipant's right
foot is on the gas switch and his hands at'e holding onto the side of the chair. The timing operator is seated
in fi'ont of the Lafayetter movement timer. Two of the Vicon motion analysis cameras are in the top of the
picture.

Vicon Motíon Anølysis System (VMAS)

The Vicon 460 Motion Analysis System was used first to record gait, and, second,

to record the right hip, knee, and ankle joint angles and range of motion when

participants moved their right leg from the gas to the brake switch in response to the red

light stimulus, attached to the Lafayette reaction and movement timer. The Vicon 460

(Vicon Motion Systems Inc., Lake Forest, CA) is designed to perform thlee-dimensional

motion analysis. The Vicon Motion Analysis System (VMAS) used in this study

consisted of six cameras, a software station, and the software program that controls the

cameras and computes the captured data.Each camera of the VMAS is surrounded by a
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ring of Light Emitting Diode (LED) lights. A number of reflective markers were attached

to the specific anatomical landmarks on the individual whose motion/movement was

recorded. When an individual moved in the designated recording area (about 8 feet long

and 3 feet wide), termed, the 'capture volume,' light from the LED reflected back from

the reflective markers to the c¿ì.mera lens. The cameras recorded at the frequency of 120

Hz A video signal was created by using the information from the markers, and the signal

was sent to the computer software for analysis.

Certain anthropometric body measurements were also entered into the computer

in advance of recording the movement, in order for the system to be able to calculate and

establish joint coordinates, angles, range of motion, and to produce an animated or

moving stick figure on the computer screen. The measurements recorded in the computer

include height, weight, knee-width, ankle-width, and leg-length. As noted, the computer

software converted the raw information from the cameras into a three-dimensional figure

on the computer screen, and this figure was used to check if all the reflective markers

were captwed at each trial. If all markers were not captured, then adjustments to the

markers were made and the system was re-checked. After the conversion, the data was

saved as an ASCII file, and then frrther joint analysis was performed by transferring the

information to the Sigma Plot statistical package.

In order to identifu and label lower-limb joints, the reflective markers were

attached to pre-defined anatomical points. For this study, the markers were applied

bilaterally to the lower limbs at the following anatomical locations:

1. Anterior Superior Iliac Spine

2. Posterior Superior Iliac Spine
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3.Lateral middle aspect of thigh

4.Lateral epicondyle of femur

5. Lateral aspect of shin

6. Lateral malleolus

7. Back of the heel

8. Base of second metatarsal.

The markers on the right shin and thigh were placed higher than the left side, so that the

left and right side could be distinguished easily, as recoÍrmended in the Vicon instruction

manual. Double-sided tape was used to stick the reflective markers to the anatomical

landmarks. The participants were wearing tight-fitting shorts and shoes for all the trials so

that the markers did not shift about on the clothes or on shoes when performing the

braking task.

The intention was to use the Vicon motion analysis system for both gait analysis

and for calculation ofjoint angles and joint range of motion in the seated position during

recording of reaction time/movement time. However, after examining the Vicon daøit

was evident that the data was not reliable and/or valid for the reaction time/movement

time procedure. Accordingly, analysis of the Vicon data for reaction time/movement time

could not be included in these analyses.

Gonimeter

Active Range of Motion was measured using a universal goniometer. Each

participant's active hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and extension, and ankle

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion joint range of motion were recorded. All the range of

motion measurements were recorded in accordance with Clarkson (2000). The
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participants were asked to perform each movement only once. The positions used for the

measurement of ROM are described as follows:

1. Hip Flexion: Each participant was positioned in a supine position, lying with knees

extended and hips at 0o abduction, adduction and rotation. The pelvis was stabilized to

prevent posterior tilting or rotation of pelvis. The participant was instructed to actively

flex hislher hip by lifting the thigh offthe plinth and was allowed to bend the knee joint

to reduce tension in the hamstring muscles.

Goniometer Alignmenf: The fulcrum of the goniometer was placed over the lateral aspect

of hip joint, and the greater trochanter of the femur was used as the reference point. The

proximal arm of the goniometer was aligned with the lateral midline of the pelvis, and the

distal arrn was aligned with the lateral midline of the femur, using the lateral epicondyle

as reference.

2.Hip Extension: The participant was instructed to lie in a prone position and both knees

were placed in an extended position. The pelvis was stabilized to avoid any rotation of

the pelvis. The participant was asked to extend the hip joint by raising the lower

extremity from the table. The knee was maintained in extension throughout the

movement.

Goniometer Alígnmenl: The fulcrum of the goniometer was centered over the lateral

aspect of hip joint, using the greater trochanter of the femur for reference. The proximal

or the stationary arrn was aligned with the lateral midline of the pelvis. The distal arm of

the goniometer was aligned with the lateral midline of the femur.
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3. Knee Flexion/Extension: The participant was lying in a supine position on the plynth,

with the knee joint in full extension and hips in 0o abduction, adduction and rotation. The

participant's thigh was stabilizedby the therapist's hand to prevent rotation, abduction

and adduction of the hip. The participant was asked to bend the knee joint to the end

range for flexion and extend the knee joint for AROM in extension.

Goniometer Alignmenr: The fulcrum of the goniometer was placed over the lateral

epicondyle of the femur. The proximal arm was aligned with the lateralmidline of the

femur, using the greater trochanter for reference and the distal arm was aligned with the

lateral midline of the fibula.

4. Ankle Dorsiflexion/Plantarflexion: The participant was placed in a supine position

with the ankle off the edge of the treatment table. The foot was maintained in 0o of

inversion and eversion. The leg was stabilized manually by the examiner to prevent knee

motion and hip rotation. The participant was instructed to pull the foot upwards for

dorsiflexion and downwards for plantarflexion.

Goniometer Alígnmenl: The goniometer was placed over the lateral aspect of the lateral

malleolus. The proximal arm of the goniometer was aligned with lateral midline of the

fibula and the distal arm was aligned parallel to the lateral aspect of fifth metatarsal.

Timed Up ønd Go test

The Timed Up and Go test (Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991) has been used as an

outcome measure in studies examining function and mobility in people who have

received a TKR. To measure the TUG, a standard armchair (seat height, 18 inches) was

used. Participants were allowed to use a walking aid, if desired. Participants were

instructed to complete the test as quickly as possible but at a safe and comfortable pace.
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They were instructed that on the word 'go,' they were to get up from the chair, walk a

distance of 3 meters, turn around, and walk back to the chair and return to a sitting

position. The point at the distance of three meters was marked using a bright colored

marking/tape on the floor. The time for each trial was recorded using a stopwatch. Each

person was timed from the time they were given the verbal cue (i.e., 'go') until they

returned back to the chair and were seated again. Participants were asked to perform the

test twice, with a rest period of approximately one minute between trials. The fastest test

trial (i.e., the trial in which the participant used the shortest time period to complete the

TUG) was used for analysis purposes.

Foot tøp test

The foot tap test (Staplin et al., 2003) simulates the movement one would use

when shifting from a gas to a brake pedal. The participant was seated on a chair with a

book (twelve inches long, eight inches wide and three inches in height) placed on the

floor between the feet. Participants were then instructed to move the left foot under the

chair so that it did not interfere with the movement of the right foot. Participants were

instructed to use their right foot to tap the floor (with the whole foot) on each side of the

book as quickly as possible on hearing the word 'go.' The number of taps completed in

ten seconds was recorded. Participants were asked to perform the foot tap test once.

Knee Injury ønd Osteoørthrítís Outcome Score

The Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) is a42 item, domain-

specific, quality of life instrument consisting of five subscales (Roos et al., 199S). All

questions refer to experiences during the "last" week. The first subscale, called symptoms

(7 questions) asks about knee symptoms such as swelling, grinding or clicking, ability to
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straighten and bend the knee, and knee stiffness. The pain subscale (9 questions) includes

questions about amount of knee pain experienced during different knee movements,

walking on a flat surface, going up or down stairs, lying in bed or sitting in a chair, and

when standing. Function in daily living (17 questions) asks about the degree of difficulty

experienced when going up and own stairs, rising from sitting, standing, bending to floor,

walking on a flat surface, getting in and out of a car, shopping, putting on

socks/stockings, rising from bed, moving in bed, getting ir/out of bath and getting or/off

a toilet, and heavy and light domestic activities. Function in sport and recreational

activities (5 questions) asks the degree of difficulty when squatting, running, jumping,

twisting/pivoting, and kneeling. The quality of life subscale (4 questions) asks how often

the person is aware of the knee problem, modification of lifestyle to avoid activities that

would be potentially damaging to the knee, and general difficulty with the (TKR) knee. A

Likert scale is used for each question that ranges from 0 (no problems) to 4 (extreme

problems). Each subscale is analyzedand scored separately.

The score of all the items in each subscale is added and transformed to a 0-100

scale, with zero representing extreme knee problems and 100 representing no knee

problems. Roos et al. (1998) suggest that missing values in each subscale can be

substituted with the average value for the specific dimension but if more than two items

are missing, the score should be considered invalid for that particular subscale, for that

individual. The formula used to convert the raw score of the subscale to the 0 - 100 scale

is:

100 - Actual raw score x 100
Possible raw score range

Transformed scale:
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Data Collection - Appointment Protocols

A detailed and chronological description of the protocol for each appointment is outlined

below:

Appointment I

1. Participant information and consent form for the study was discussed and signed.

2. The Driving-related questionnaire was reviewed and completed (not apart of this

thesis, as noted).

3. The Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) was

administered to assess cognitive status.

4. The KOOS scale (Roos et al., 1998) was administered as a face-to-face interview.

5. Bilateral AROM of hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and extension, and

ankle plantarflexion and dorsiflexion were measured using a universal

goniometer.

6. The Timed Up and Go (Podsiadlo & Richardson, 1991) test was administered.

7. The foot tap test was conducted.

8. A computerized driving test, developed by the American Automobile Association,

was administered.

Appointment 2

At the time of the second appointment, the Lafayette movement timer was used to

record the brake response time and the Vicon Motion Analysis System (VMAS) was used

to record the gait cycle, and hip, knee, and ankle joint angles and joint range of motion

during the simulated braking strategies (a lift or a pivot). The sequence of events is

outlined below:

1. The participant changed into shorts.
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2.The individual's height, weight, bilateral knee and ankle width, and leg length were

measured. Height was measured with a yardstick fixed to the wall. Weight was measured

using a digital weighing scale and leg length was measured manually using a measuring

tape. All measures were entered into the computer.

3. Next, reflective markers were placed on the following anatomical landmarks: anterior

superior iliac spines; posterior superior iliac spines; lateral lower one-third thigh; lateral

epicondyle of femur; lateral lower one third shank of tibia; lateralmalleolus; posterior

side calcaneous; and head of second metatarsal bone.

4. Before starting the gait cycle trials, a static trial was captured to check if the cameras

captured the markers, and to label the markers in the computer software.

5. The gait cycle was then recorded. Each participant was asked to walk for a distance of

6 meters at hislher usual walking speed along a marked pathway. One practice trial and

three regular trials were recorded. The average of the three regular trials was used for

data analysis.

Simulated brøking activity

The next set of activities involved the simulated braking activity as follows:

l. Each participant was instructed to sit on the chair placed on the board where the gas

and brake switches were attached (see Figure 3). When the participant was seated, in

addition to the Vicon reflective markers that were still attached to the same anatomical

locations, electromyography (EMG) surface electrodes were placed over the vastus

lateralis, lateral gastrocnemius, and tibialis anterior. Thus, EMG recordings were

simultaneous with the Lafayette timer and Vicon recordings. Please note that EMG

analysis is not included in this thesis.
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2. Before the movement trials started, a static VMAS trial was recorded in the sitting

position to check if the cameras captured the markers in this position, and to label the

markers in the computer software. The markers were readjusted, if required, and the static

trial repeated as necessary.

3. Before the beginning of the trials, each participant was asked which strategy they used

while shifting from gas to brake pedal in his/her own vehicle: a lift or a pivot strategy.

This strategy was called 'the preferred or usual strategy' and the strategy that was not

usually employed was called 'the alternate' or 'alternative strategy'. The 'preferred

shifting strategy' was used first during trials, followed by the 'alternative strategy.' Thus,

the 'preferred' and 'alternative strategy' could be either a lift or a pivot. In this study, a

lift was defined as the movement of the right foot from gas to brake switch, with the heel

lifted from the ground during the movement. A pivot was defined as the right foot

pivoting from gas to brake switch, without lifting the heel from the ground.

4. The participant was allowed to adjust the distance from the chair to the switches

according to their comfort level. If the participant had diffrculty reaching the switches,

he/she was allowed to use (one, two or three) wooden boards under his/her feet (each 1.5

cm high) to maintain a comfortable foot position.

5. Participants were instructed to shift the right foot as quickly as possible from gas to

brake switch upon seeing the red light (see Figure 2). The time, measured in seconds, was

recorded on the Lafayette apparatus. The VMAS was activated simultaneously to record

the movement while the participant performed the procedure.

6. Five practice trials and ten regular trials were recorded for the usual or preferred foot

shifting strategy; next, three practice trials and ten regular trials were recorded for the
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alternative foot shifting strategy. The period between the trials varied from approximately

30 seconds to two minutes while the VMAS computer was reset to record the next trial or

markers adjusted as needed. The three fastest movement time trials were used for data

analysis.
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Data Management

1. Movement time: The reaction time and total movement time of each trial were

recorded from the Lafayetle movement timer. Movement time (i.e., time taken to shift the

foot from the gas to brake switch and depress it) was calculated by subtracting the

reaction time from the total movement time. The mean of three fastest trials for each of

the preferred and alternative braking shategies was used for statistical analysis.

2. Gait analysis: The Vicon 460 Motion Analysis System (Vicon Motion Systems Inc.,

Lake Forest, CA) automatically computed gait speed, cadence (number of steps per

minute) and step length of the right leg. The mean of the three regular walking trials was

calculated using SPSS (version 12) andused for subsequent analysis.
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Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Version I2.0 and Version 15.0

(Basic) for'Windows. Results have been divided into preliminary and main analyses.

Preliminary analyses include descriptive statistics and sample characteristics (see Tables

2 and 3). Preliminary analysis was conducted that compared characteristics by group

(TKR and No-TKR) and by gender (male/female) using t-tests for continuous variables.

Preliminary analyses also included between group analyses of KOOS scales, active range

of motion, gait characteristics, and performance measures of the TUG and tap test and

correlation analyses.

The main analyses focused on movement time. Between group analyses using t-

tests are presented first. Two-way ANCOVA was employed to examine gender and group

differences in preferred and altemate movement time while controlling for age.

Regression analyses was used to examine determinants of preferred and alternate

movement time. The regression models included TKR (dummy coded no:0, yes: 1),

gender, age, height, weight, BMI, ADL -Koos scale. The final model included rKR,

ADL, and height.
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Results

Prelimínary analysis

A total of 39 individuals participated in the Knee Replacement Study; 17 were in

the TKR group and22 in the No-TKR group. One outlier (person) was removed from the

analysis due to extreme scores in movement time leaving a total of 38 persons included in

the analyses. Preliminary analyses were conducted to determine if there were preexisting

differences between the two groups. Using alpha: .05 there were no significant between

group differences in age, or height. The mean MMSE score for the TKR group and the

No-TKR group was28.69130 and 29.64130 respectively. Although this difference was

significant both groups were well within the normal range and above the cut-off score of

<24 fot cognitive impairment. The average age of the participants (n : 39) was 70.6

years (range, 60-86 years); the mean age of participants in the TKR group was 7Z.l years

(range, 60-83) and 69.4 years (range, 60-86) in the No-TKR group (see Table 2). There

were nine females in the TKR group and fourteen females in the No-TKR group; eight

males were in each group. Chi square analysis revealed no significant gender differences

between the two groups. There was a significant between group differences in weight and

BMI. Individuals with a TKR weighed, on average, 14.2%more than those in the control

group and had a BMI 16.8% higher than No-TKR participanrs (see Table2).

Between-gender analysis revealed a significant difference in height; men were on

average taller than women (see Table 3). In the TKR group men were 176 cm(sD 5.5

cm) and women 162.1 (sD 4.4 cm); within the No-TKR group men were r77.2 cm (SD

7.9 cm) and women 166.6 cm (SD 8.3 cm).
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Tøble 2. Means and standard deviations of participant characteristics by group

No-TKR (n: 22) TKR (n: 17)

Age (years)

Height (cm)

V/eight (kg)

Body Mass Index (BMÐ
(ke/m1

Mean

69.4

t70.48

76.41

26.35

SD

6.6

9.51

t4.07

4.82

Mean

72.1

t67.81

87.90

31.44

SD

7.2

8.14

12.60**

5.67**

Note: x* : p5.01 SD: Standard Deviation

Table.3. Means and standard deviations of participant characteristics by gender

Males (n: 15) Females (n: 23)

Age (years)

Height (cm)

Weight (kg)

Body Mass Index (BMÐ

Mean

73.13

176.23

83.73

26.95

SD

6.97

6.71

t|.82

3.43

Mean

68.52

164.87

79.62

29.50

SD

6.30*

7.25**

16.04

6.7s
mt)

Note: * : p<.05 SD: Standard Deviation

Tlte KOOS Scale: between-group ønalyses

The KOOS scale consists of five subscales: 1) symptoms; 2) pain; 3) function in

daily living or ADL; 4) function in sports and recreational activities; and 5) QOL (Roos

et al., 1998). The score for each subscale was calculated according to the user's guide for

the KOOS scale (www.koos.nu). All the participants were asked to answer the questions

in the KOOS scale with respect to their right leg only. Significant between-group

differences exist for one subscale: the symptom subscale (see Table 4). Participants with

a TKR (mean score: 76.91100) reported significantly more symptoms compared to the
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No-TKR group (mean score : 85.1/100) indicating that individuals with a TKR reported

10.1% more symptoms (e.g., swelling, stiffiress, etc.) when compared to the No-TKR

group. Overall, there was a tendency for those with a TKR to have lower scores in all the

KOOS subscales (see Table 4); the lower the score the more problems or difficulties. The

results are based on 38 participants.

In the fi.mction in sports and recreation activities subscale, only 27 participarús

answered all the questions. Participants stated they were not performing the activities that

are listed in the sports and recreational activities scale (e.g., running, kneeling, jumping

and twisting). Cronbach's alpha was calculated for each subscale (see Table 4) to

determine if Ch¡onbach's alpha for this sample was similar to reported values. The values

of Cronbach's alpha for each subscale were acceptable based on previous research.

Tøble 4. Means and standard deviations of KOOS subscales by group

KOOS subscales Cronbach's No-TKR

Pain (n: 38)
Symptoms (n:38)
ADL (n:38)
QOL (n:38)

.906

.629

.944

.824

.946

Mean
89.3
85.1

88. I
7t.3
77.4

SD
1s.8
14.6

T7.1

24.9
29.8

Mean
80.5
75.9
83.6
60.9
63.t

SD
13.1

12.5*
9.6

14.9
25.2& Recreation (n:27)

Note: * : p<.05
Score of 100 : No Problems

ADL: Activity of Daily Living
Score of 0 : Extreme Problems

QOL: Quality of Life
SD: Standard Deviation

Active Range of Motìon: between-group anølyses

AROM was examined using a universal goniometer. The two groups were

compared for right hip flexion and extension, knee flexion and extension, and ankle

plantarflexion and dorsiflexion. There were significant between-gïoup differences in

AROM of the right leg. Specifically, the TKR group had reduced AROM in hip flexion
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and extension, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion when compared to the control group

(see Table 5).

Table 5. Means and standard deviations of AROM by group (n = 38)

Active Range of Motion
(AROM) ín degrees

No-TKR (n: 22) TKR (n: 16)

Right Hip Flexion
Right Hip Extension
Right Knee Flexion
Right Knee Extension
Right Ankle Dorsiflexion
Right Ankle Plantarflexion

Mean
1r7.2
17.9

t22.8
0.1

13.1

46.9

SD
6.3
3.6
9.5
1.8
1.7
5.1

Mean
108.9

12.6
110.9

1.9
1 1.8

48.1

SD
9.2**
4.5**
7.0**
3.8
1.8*x
6.8

Note: xx : p<.01 SD: Standard Deviation

Gait analysk: between-group ønølyses

The results of kinematic gait analysis revealed that participants with a TKR had

significantly shorter step-length when compared to the No-TKR group (Table 6). There

was no significant difference in cadence or walking speed between groups.

Table ó. Means and standard deviations of gait parameters by group (n : 38)

Gait Parameters No-TKR (n: 22) TKR (n: 16)

Mean
1.24

110.90

SD
.22

8.50 r09.2s
.62

Mean SD
1.11 .21Right walking speed (m/s)

Right cadence (steps/min)
Right step length (m) .68 _t6

10.98
.08*

Note: x : p<.05 SD: Standard Deviation m/s: Meters per second m : Meters min : Minute

TUG andfoot tøp test: between-group støtßtical ønalyses

The groups were compared using two performance measures, the TUG test

(Podsiadlo and Richardson, 1991) and the foot tap test (ltlguyen et al., 2000; Staplin et al.,

2003) (see Table 7). Participants in the TKR group took significantly more time to
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complete the TUG when compared to the No-TKR group (see Table 7). Specifically,

individuals with a TKR took 23.5% more time than individuals without a TKR to

complete the TUG. With respect to the foot tap test, there was no significant difference

between groups although the No-TKR $oup achieved a greater number of taps compared

to the TKR group.

Tøble Z. Means and standard deviations of foot tap test and TUG test by group

No-TKR (n: 22) TKR (n:16)

Foot tap test (taps/second)
TUG test (seconds)

Mean
r0.7

6.1

SD
2.4
2.0

Mean
9.8
7.6

SD
1.8

1.8*
Note: * : p<.05 SD = Standard Deviation

Correløtíon ønølyses

Correlation analyses were conducted to examine potential relationships between

movement time and key variables. The sunmary tables of significant correlation analyses

are presented in Tables 8 and 9 for preferred movement time and alternative movement

time respectively. Significant associations revealed that preferred movement time was

moderately correlated with gender (being female), height (being shorter), greater BMI,

having more ADL difficulties (KOOS ADL scale), longer time in performing the TUG,

and performing fewer taps in the tap test. In addition, longer movement time was

moderately associated with slower right leg walking speed and shorter step length and

moderately strongly associated with preferred (longer) reaction time and strongly

conelated with longer pivot preferred movement time.

Similarly, alternate movement time (see Table 9) was moderately con'elated with

gender (being female), height (being shorter) having more ADL (KOOS) right leg
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difficulties, longer time in performing the TUG, and performing fewer taps in the foot tap

test. In addition altemative movement time was perfectly correlated with alternative pivot

and lift movement times. In other words, slower pivot and lift movement time was

associated with the altemative foot shifting strategy. Longer alternative movement time

was also moderately associated with slower walking speed and shorter step length.

Examination of KOOS subscales revealed that all subscale were moderately to

moderately strongly correlated (see Table l0). Thus, having less pain was associated with

reporting fewer symptoms, better ADL function, higher quality of life, and better

frrnction in sports and recreational activities. Moreover, reporting more pain was

associated with a longer TUG time whereas reports of less pain was associated with

better cadenca, walking speed, and step length, and greater AROM in the knee. Similar

results emerged for the symptoms subscale, but in addition, reporting less symptoms was

associated with better performance in the tap test and reporting more slrnptoms was

associated with having a TKR. Reporting fewer ADL difficulties was significantly

associated with better tap test performance, faster gait speed, longer step length, greater

AROM in hip and knee flexion whereas having more ADL difficulties was associated

with longer TUG time. Reporting better quality of life was associated with better walking

speed and greater step length and AROM of the knee and reporting better function in

sports and recreation was associated with faster walking speed and greater knee and ankle

dorsiflexion.



Table 8. Correlations between preferred movement time and selected variables l(n 
=38)

Measures
I. PMT

2. A.ge

3. Gender

4. Height

5. Weight

6. BMI

7. ADL

8. TUG

9. Tap test

IO. TKR

11. PPMT

I2.PRT

13. Speed

14. SL

-.16

.39x -.33*

-.45** .19

.12 -.17

.35x -.25

-.39* .27

.37* .21

-.39* -.05

.t4 .17

.99*x _.45*

.52** .01

-.42** -.13

-.40* -.19

-.63 *x

-.14 . 15

.22 _.42** .g4x*

-.12 .21 -.49**

.09 -.25 .4t*

-.14 .22 -.29

-.08 -.15 .40*

.62** _.59** _.03

.07 -.19 .09

-.08 .30 -.31

-.26 .45x* -.26

Note: *p < .05
BMI = Body mass index
TKR = Total knee replacement
Speed : Right Gait Speed

<<**

.48** _.42**

_.35* .50** _.61**

.44** -.16 .36* -.22

.34 -.30 .09 -.31

.17 _.47** .50** _.43

_.42x* .51** _.79x* .57**

.46** .27 _.69** .54**

t0 II

**p'.ol

I2
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I3

(n:38 except n= 20 for PPMT)

I4

ADL: Activities of daily living (KOOS)
PPMT: Pivot prefered movement time (n:20)
SL: Right Step Length

-.08

.40

-.29

-.33*

PMT: Prefened movement time
TUG = Timed Up and Go
PRT: Preferred reaction time



Tøble 9. Correlations between alternate movement time and selected variables I (n =38)

Measures
I. AMT

2. Age

3. Gender

4. Height

5. Weight

6. BMI

7. ADL

-.14

.37 -.33 *

-.44*x .l g

.18 -.17

.41* -.25

-.55** .27

8.TUG .41* .2t

9. Tap test -.37x -.05

10. TKR .21 .17

11. ART .2s .08

12.APMT 1.0*x -.02

I3.ALMT 1.0** -.28

14. Speed -.48** -.13

15. sL -.50** -.l g

4

-.63 *x

-.14 .15

.22 _.42*x .g4x*

-.12

.09

-.t4

-.08

-.t3

.14

.55**

-.08

-.26

.21

-.25 .41* .4gx* _.42**

.22 _.29 _.35* .50xx _.61**

_.15 .40* .44** _.16 .36* _.22

-.08 .25 .26 -.23 .29 -.20 .03

-.44 .53* .61xx -.66** .49* _.39 .30

-.41 -.03 .25 -.27 .21 _.31 .25

.30 _.3 I _.42*'r .51** _.lgx* .54x* _.29

.45*x _.26 .46** .46** _.69** _.33* _.33*

Note: *p <.05 **pj.Ol
BM I= Body mass index
TKR: Total knee replacement
(n:18)
(n=20)

_.49** _.55**

10 1I I2 13

57

t4

(n:38 except n: 18 for APMT, n=20 for ALMT)
ADl:Activities of daily living (KOOS)
Speed: Right Gait Speed
ART: Alternate reaction time
SL: tught Step Length

I5

AMT: Alternate movement time
TUG: Timed Up and Go
APMT: Pivot alternate movement time
ALMT = Alternate lift movement time
AMT = Alternate movement time



Table 10. Corcelations between KOOS subscales and selected variables 1(n 
=38)

Measures
L Pain

2. Symp .65**

3. ADL .57** .72**

4. QOL .51** .66** .77**

5. Sports .43* .59** .72** .69*x

6. TKR -.27 -.32* -.16 -.24 _.23

7. TUG _.45x* _.47** _.42** _.2g _.26

8. Tap test .27 .33* .50** .30 .27

9. Cadence .43** .19 .25 .21 .16

lO.walk .39* .40* .51x* .47** .39*

ll.Step .29 .35x .46x* .44** .28

I2.HFAROM .31 .37* .35x .25 .01

13. KFAROM .35* .41* .40x .39* .3g*

14. ADAROM .16 .18 .14 .11 .47x

Note: *p <.05 **p..01
ADL: KOOS Function in activities of daily living subscale
sports and recreational activities subscale
Cadence : Right leg steps per minute
HFAROM : Hip flexion active range of motion (right leg)
ADAROM: Ankle dorsiflexion active range of motion (right leg)

10 I1 I2

58

I3 t4

'(n : 38 except n:27 for Sports) pain = KOOS pain iubscale
QOL: Quality of life subscale Sports : KOOS Function in
TKR: Total knee replacement TUG = Timed up and go
Walk: Right leg walking speed Step: Right leg step length
KFAROM: Knee flexion active range of motion (right leg)
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Møin analysis

The focus of the main analysis was on movement time (i.e., average right foot

preferred strategy movement time and average right foot altemative strategy movement

time). One (TKR) participant was removed from all movement time analyses because of

extreme movement time values; therefore, movement time analyses are based on n:38.

Foot-shifting strategy was examined first for all participants. All participants were

asked to state their preferred method of shifting their foot from the gas to the brake

switch, in the manner they would do in their own vehicles when using gas and brake

pedals. Nineteen participants preferred a lift strategy and 20 participants preferred a pivot

strategy. A pivot was the preferred strategy for 11 men and 9 women; a lift was the

preferred strategy for 5 men and 14 women (see Table 11).

Table 11. Preferred foot-shifting strategies (n = 38)

Lift Pivot

TKR

No-TKR

Males

Females

6

12

4

t4

10

l0

11

9

Note: Lift: Shifting the right foot from the gas to brake switch, when lifting the heel off the ground
Pivot: Shifting the right foot from the gas to brake switch, when the heel is in touch with the ground

In the TKR group five men and five women preferred a pivot strategy, whereas a

lift was the preferred method by 3 men and 4 women. In the No-TKR group a pivot was

the preferred method of foot-shifting for 6 men and 4 women; a lift was the preferred

strategy for 2 men and l0 women.
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Movement time ønalyses

Means and standard deviations for movement time and reaction time are

presented in Table 12 for preferred and altemative movement strategies (n: 38). No

significant differences emerged using paired t-tests.

Table 12.Movement time and reaction time: means and standard deviations for
preferred and alternative strategies (n :38)

Snarcg,, Movement time Reaction time

Preferred

Alternative

Mea¡r

.t94

.20t

SD

.049

.056

Mean

.384

.389

SD

.06r

.071
Note: Both preferred and alternative strategies include both pivot and lift strategies
Preferred Strategy: Foot-shifting strategy that an individual uses while driving hisÆrer own vehicle
Alternative Strategy: Foot shifting-strategy alternative to preferred strategy
SD : Standard Deviation

Table 13 presents movement time means and standard deviations for preferred

and alternative foot-shifting strategies for each group (No-TKR and TKR). Reaction time

means and standard deviations are presented in Table 74 for each strategy for both

groups. No significant differences emerged using paired t-tests to compare preferred and

altemative reaction time.
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Table 13. Movement time: means and standard deviations for preferred and
alternative strategies for No-TKR and TKR groups

Foot shifting
strategl

No-TKR TKR

Mean SD Mean SD
Preferred .188 .047 .202 .053

(n:22) (n:16)
Altemate .190 .056 .214 .054

(n:22) (n: 16)
PPivot .192 .045 .183 .050

(n:10) (n:10)
PLift .186 .050 .233 .046

(n: 12) (n:6)
APivot .202 .068 .243 .058

(n: 12) (n:6)
ALift .177 .037 .r97 .046

(n: 10) (n: 10)
Note: PPivot:Preferred Pivot PLift: Prefened Lift sD : Standard Deviation

APivot: Alternate Pivot ALift: Alternate Lift
Pivot : When the right foot is shifted from gas to brake switch without lifting the heel off the floor
Lift: When the right foot is shifted from gas to brake switch by lifting the heel off the floor

Table 1y'. Reaction time: means and standard deviations for preferred and
alternative strategies for No-TKR and TKR groups

Foot shifting
,norcg, No-Tffi TKR

Alternate .387
(n:22)

PPivot .371
(n: 10)

PLift .381
(n: 12)

Mean SD
Preferred .376 .05 t

(n:22)

Mean SD
.393 .073
(n: 16)

.048

.037

.069

(n: 6)
.387 .032
(n: 10)

.086 .391
(n: 16)

.063 .353
(n:10)

.040 .461,
(n:6)

APivot .357 .069 .398 .070
(n: 12)

ALift .423 .093
(n: 10)

Note: PPivot:Preferred Pivot PLift: Preferred Lift so = stan¿ar¿ nwiation
APivot: Alternate Pivot ALift: Alternate Lift
Pivot: When the right foot is shifted from gas to brake switch without lifting the heel off the floor
Lift: When the right foot is shifted from gas to brake switch by lifting the heel offthe floor
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Gender means and standard deviations in movement time and reaction time are

presented in Table 15. There were no significant gender differences in reaction time.

However, movement time was significantly different for both preferred and alternative

movement time; males were faster than females. Table 16 presents means and standard

deviations for pivot and lift preferred and alternative movement time by gender. Both

pivot preferred movement time and lift alternative movement time were significantly

different between males and females. Males were faster for both movement times.

Tøble 15. Movement time and reaction time: means and standard deviations for
preferred and alternative strategies by gender (males = 15, females = 23)

Foot shifting strategt Males Females

Preferred movement time

Alternative movement time

Preferred reaction time

Alternative reaction time

Mean

.170

.176

.2t0

.2r7

SD

.054

.047

.039

.056

Mean

.379

.400

.387

.400

SD

.089r

.085*

.035

.08s

Note: Participants used either a pivot or lift in both the preferred and alternative strategiés*:p..05 SD: StandardDeviation

Table 16. Movement time: means and standard deviations for pivot and lift
preferred and alternative strategies by gender

Foot shifting strategt Males Females

Pivot Preferred

Lift Prefened

Pivot Altemative

Lift Alternative

Mean

.169 (n: 1 1)

.199 (n:4)

.199 (n:4)

.167 (n:11)

Mean SD

.233 (n:9) 
.04g*..

.202 (n:14) 
.041

.220 (n:14) .064

.212 (n:9) .045*

SD

.038

.092

.083

.026
Note: *:p<.05 xx : p<.01 SD: Standard Deviation
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Ancova anølyses

Two-way Ancova analyses were performed for preferred movement time (n: 38)

and for pivot preferred (n:20) and lift preferred (n: 18) movement time. All analyses

used TKR (0 : no and 1 : yes) and gender (0 : males and I : females) while controlling

for age to examine potential rKR and gender difÊerences in movement time.

The f,rrst analyses examined right foot preferred movement time (n:38). The

strategy used could have been either a pivot or a lift. Table 17 shows a main effect for

gender. Overall, males (M: .170, SD : .05) had significantly faster preferred movement

time compared to females (M : .210, SD : .04), p :.01.

Table 17. Ancova summary table for preferred movement time (n = 38)

Source ,S,S FMSDf

Model 1.45 5

, Age .000 I
, TKR 01 .003 1

I Gender .011 I
I fKR 0l* .001 1

' Cender
, Error .Q72 33

.29 132.76**'F

.000 .659

.003 1.525

.011 4.816*

.001 .543

.002
Note: * = p<.05 *** : P''ool

1

:

l

A significant gender main ef[ect again emerged for the pivot preferred movement

time (n :20). Table 18 indicates that overall, males (M: .169, SD:.04) had

I tignificantly faster pivot preferred movement time compared to females (M : .233, SD :

.05), p: .01.
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Table 18. Ancova summary table for pivot preferred movement time (n =20)
Source .S,S dfMSF

Model
Age
TKR 01

Gender

.80

.002

.001

.012

5 .161 79.797***
I .002 .899
1 .001 .210
I .012 6.016*

TKR 01* Gender 6.16F-006 I 6.16E-006 .003
Error .030 i5 .002
Note: *:p<.05 ***p:<.001

Right foot lift preferred movement time (n: 18) results are shown in Table 19.

There was a significant interaction effect (p: .027) for TKR and gender. However, the

only post-hoc comparison that approached significance (p: .06) was in the No-TKR

group with women having longer lift preferred movement time. There was insufficient

power (cell sizes) to detect any other post hoc differences.

Tøble 19. Ancovâ summary table for right foot lift preferred movement time (n = 18)

Source ,ss Df MS F

Model
Age
TKR 01

Gender

.755 5 .151 93.695***

.001 I .001 .689

.016 I .016 g.g3g**

.000 I .000 .179
TKR 0l* Gender .011 I .011 6.251*
Error .023 13 .002
Note: *p: f.05 ***p :..001

Two-way Ancova analyses were also performed for alternative movement time (n

:38) and for alternative pivot (n: l8) and alternative lift (n:20) movement time. All

analyses used TKR (0 : no and 1 : yes) and gender (0: males and 1 : females) while

controlling for age.
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The only significant results for alternative movement time are presented in Table

20. There was a main effect for gender (p: .04). Overall, males (M: .176, SD : .05)

had significantly faster alternative movement time compared to females (M: .217, SD :

.06), p : .024.

Table 20. Ancova summary table for right foot alternative movement time (n:38)
Source 

^ç,S FMSDf

Model 1.550 5
Age .000 I
TKR 01 .007 1

Gender .013 1

TKR 01* 1.13E-005 1

Gender
Error .093 33

1.13E-00s .004

.003

.310

.000

.007

.013

109.940r{.*
.t32

2.445
4.692*

Note: *p : <.05 ***p:'.ool
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Re gres s io n analy s is r es ults

Stepwise regression analysis was performed to examine predictors of both

preferred movement time and alternative movement time as the dependent variables (n:

38). Predictor variables for the analyses included total knee replacement dummy coded 0

: no and 1 : yes, age, gender, height, BMI, weight, and ADL (KOOS). The final models

that explained the greatest amount of variance in preferred and alternative movement

time included ADL and height. Regression analyses results for preferred movement time

are presented in Table 21. Significant predictor variables were height and the ADL

(KOOS) subscale. Being shorter and having more ADL difficulties were significantly

associated with longer movement times. Overall, 25 percent of the variance in preferred

movement time was explained by these two factors.

Tøble 21. Summary of stepwise regression analysis for variables predicting right
foot preferred strategy movement time (n:38)

Factors Model I Model 2
B

Height

ADL-KOOS

Adjusted R2

.45** .38*

-.30*

.25.18

Note: *p: <.05 *x: p<.ol

A second stepwise regression analysis was performed using the same predictor

variables to examine predictors of alternative movement time. Results are presented in

Table 22. Similar to preferred movement time, having more ADL diffrculties, and having

a shorter height were significantly associated with longer altemative movement time.
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Overall, these two factors accounted for 37 percent of the variance in alternative

movement time.

Table 22. Summary of stepwise regression analysis for variables predicting right
foot alternative strategy movement time (n = 38)

Factors Model l
B

Model 2
B

Height

ADL-KOOS

Adjusted R2

_.55***

.28

-.34*

_.49***

.37

Note: * : p<.05 ** : p..01 *** : p'.ool
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Sammary of SigniJicant Results

Prelimínøry anølyses

1. The TKR group had significantly greater weight and BMI compared to the No-TKR

group.

2. Men were on average taller than women.

3. Individuals with a TKR reported significantly more symptoms in their right knee

(KOOS) compared ro No-TKR individuals.

4. Individuals with a TKR had reduced AROM in right hip flexion and extension, knee

flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion compared to participants in the No-TKR group.

5. Participants with a TKR demonstrated shorter right leg step-length when compared to

individuals without a TKR.

6. Compared to their counterparts, participants with a TKR took significantly longer to

complete the TUG.

7. Correlation analyses revealed moderate correlations between (longer) preferred

movement time and gender (being female), height (being shorter), greater BMI, having

more ADL difficulties, longer time in performing the TUG, and performing fewer taps in

the foot tap test. In addition, longer movement time was moderately associated with

slower right leg walking speed and shorter step length, and longer reaction time. A strong

correlation was noted between longer movement time and longer pivot preferred

movement time. Longer alternative movement time was associated with shorter height,

greater BMI, more ADL diffrculties, longer time to complete the TUG, fewer taps in the

tap test. Slower alternate pivot and lift movement time, and slower walking speed and

shorter step length.
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Main Analyses

1. Ancova results :

- Overall, males had significantly faster preferred and alternative movement time

and pivot preferred movement time compared to females.

- There were no main effects for TKR on movement time (i.e., there was no

significant difference between TKR and No-TKR groups for preferred or

alternative movement time).

2. Regression results:

- Significant predictors for longer preferred and alternative movement time were

height (being shorter) and having more ADL diff,iculties.
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Discussion

This pilot study has shown the feasibility and utility of examining two different

foot shifting strategies in a laboratory setting when assessing movement time after total

knee replacement. The study provided objective information about the relationships

between movement time, foot shifting strategy, gender, height, and other variables, and

compared these variables amongst those with and without a TKR. The study compared

two groups of individuals-those with a right TKR (the TKR group) and those without a

right TKR Q.{o-TKR groupf-and focused on movement time and selected TKR and

driving-related variables. Currently, there are no studies that examine the relationships

between movement time (time taken to shift the right foot from gas to brake pedal), foot

shifting strategy, knee specific quality of life, physical characteristics, and specif,rc

functional performance measures that may be related to movement time such as right

knee active range of motion. In addition, foot shifting strategy was examined in relation

to movement time-a factor that has not been considered in previous studies.

Previous studies did not examine individual differences in foot-shifting strategies

and the potential influence these strategies may have on brake responses or predictors of

movement time. The distinctiveness of this study is that movement time was examined in

association with two foot shifting strategies. Results of the current study indicate a gender

difference in movement time but surprisingly, no between group differences in movement

time (i.e., there was no significant difference between TKR and No-TKR groups for

preferred or alternative movement time).
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Møin ønalyses discussion: Movement time

Ancova

Ancova was used to examine the effects of TKR or no TKR and gender on

preferred and alternative movement time as well as for pivot and lift preferred and pivot

and lift alternative movement time, while controlling for any possible age efÊects. There

was a main effect for gender in the preferred movement time, pivot preferred movement

time, and for alternative movement time. Overall, women had slower movement time

compared to men in these analyses. In other words, being female consistently resulted in

having longer movement time. These results support previous studies outlined in the

review by Green (2000) who noted that no studies of movement time have reported

women as faster than men in movement time. Although there was a significant interaction

effect for TKR and gender on lift preferred movement time, post-hoc analyses again

confirmed the effect of gender on movement time. These results support previous

research that reported faster mean brake response time for men than for women (Pierson

et al., 2003). Contrary to expectations, the ANCOVA analyses demonstrated no

differences in movement time between the TKR and No-TKR groups in movement time.

None of the studies in the past compared movement time of individuals with and without

a TKR. Therefore, this study provides an extension of the previous literature available on

movement time in individuals with a TKR.

Regressíon

Stepwise regression analysis was undertaken to examine predictors of preferred

and alternative movement time. The final model included TKR, gender, age, height, and

the ADL KOOS scale. For both analyses being shorter and having more ADL difficulties
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accounted for 25o/o of the variance in (longer) preferred movement time and 37Yo of the

variance in (longer) alternative movement time. Height may have been an influencing

factor in movement time in relation to the laboratory set-up of the movement time

apparatus.

The simulated driving apparatus used in this study does not represent an actual

driving situation. Although there were two foot switches (one for the gas and one for the

brake), there was no steering wheel. Individuals were asked to keep their arms on the side

of the chair, a position that does not approximate areal driving situation. In addition,

participants were tested in a seated position with the distance between the chair and pedal

adjusted for comfort, thus attempting to simulate the individual's normal driving position.

However, the seat could not be adjusted in any other direction; the height of the chair

could not be adjusted (as it can in most recent car models), according to participants' own

height. In some instances, as reported earlier, boards were placed under the feet of those

who had difficulty navigating the foot switches. In addition, some participants

complained about the angle of inclination and height of the foot switches, and this may

also have influenced movement time (Monison et al., 1986) especially among women

who are shorter than men. Consequently, we cannot generalize the results of movement

time in this study to an actual driving situation. Future research examining brake reaction

time/movement time should use a type of apparatus that more effectively simulates areal

car with a steering wheel, and an adjustable seat that compensates for height differences

so that the experiment more accurately represents an actual driving situation (Green,

2000).
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Other factors may also have influenced movement time in this study. It is possible

that the left leg may act as a support during a foot shifting strategy (Pierson et a1,2003).

If there is pain in the left knee this may interfere with movement of the right leg and

cause longer movement time. However, we did not record pain or other symptoms in the

left leg. The effect of left leg pain, stiffness, osteoarthritis, whether or not the participant

had a left TKR or had expectations of receiving a left leg TKR as they relate to

movement time requires further examination.

The ability to shift one's foot from a gas to a brake pedal may also be influenced by

muscle strength which may be reduced following a TKR. Macdonald and Owen (19SS)

suggest that the force of 100 N may be necessary for adequate brake reaction time (BRT).

However, the current study did not measure muscle strength or braking force. Therefore,

future research should examine these factors when evaluating movement time post-TKR, as

muscle strength may be compromised post-surgery.

Moreover, brake reaction/movement time was measured in the laboratory, in a

stationary situation, and with the participant anticipating the red light stimulus and the need

to respond quickly to the stimulus. In a real life driving situation, the need for brake

response is often unexpected. Although the results ofthe current study are supported by

previous research, Gatu et al. (2003) note that there is no safe or optimal driving reaction

time score established or recommended on a driving reaction time test. Thus future

research examining movement time must first establish pre- and post TKR norms for

movement time as well as norrns for individuals without a TKR. ln addition, a consistent

methodology must be established to ensure comparison of movement time results between

studies. This would involve using both pre- and post- operative measures of movement
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time, quality of life measures, f,rnctional performance measures, and driving patterns such

as distance and frequency of driving, as well as time since surgery (Garuet al., 2003).

It would also be prudent to use more stringent post-operative time periods. In this

study, participants were recruited if they had undergone a TKR three months to one year

prior to the date of participation in the study. However, there may be a significant

difference between movement time of individuals who have undergone TKR three months

prior to testing and individuals who have had a TKR one yeff prior to testing. Given that

individuals are advised to return to driving within the first three months after a TKR,

fi,rnctional comparisons could be made in relation to driving ability at 1,3, 6 and,12

months, post-TKR. This type of comparison may provide more clear results of objective

function in relation to movement time. Because this study's sample size was small and

included people fuom3-I2 months post-TKR, it is possible this restricted observation of

significant results.

The literature indicates that one ofthe questions most frequently asked by patients

after TKR is when helshe may return to driving. The advice given by orthopedic surgeons

is provided with little empirical guidelines. It is based primarily on brake response time

or brake movement time measured in a laboratory setting with a stationary brake

response methodology when the participant is presented with a red light stimulus (Pierson

et al., 2003). Based on these studies, individuals may be advised to resume driving

anywhere from 6 to I weeks after surgery.

For example, a study by Pierson et al. (2003) compared BRT (refened to as total

movement time in this study) pre- and post-TKR. These authors reported that six weeks

after surgery, BRT reached pre-operative level. Based on these results, they suggest that
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it is safe to resume driving six weeks after receiving a TKR. These researchers assume

that all individuals can achieve pre-surgical brake response times six weeks following

surgery, but they do not consider individual differences in leg function or brake response

times before surgery. More specifically, the researchers assume that pre-surgery BRT is

appropriate for safe braking. They overlooked the possibility that individuals undergoing

TKR might already have delayed movement time prior to surgery, owing to severe knee

oA, for example. Therefore, it is reasonable to question the above authors'

recommendations that individuals with a TKR should resume driving six weeks post-

TKR.

In another study by Spalding et al (1994), BRT was compared between a control

group (mean age 67 years) and a surgical (TKR) group, pre-operatively and again at 4, 6,

8, and 10 weeks, post-operatively (mean age,74 years). Although the researchers

concluded that individuals may return to driving eight weeks following TKR, this

suggestion is questionable because of one ofthe limitations of the study was that not all

the participants in the study were regular drivers. Their results show that the individuals

who are not drivers have signif,rcantly longer brake response times. This result is not

unexpected, as people with no driving experience would likely take longer than others to

perform an unfamiliar task.

Spalding et al. (1994) also included participants with a right or left TKR.

Participants with a left TKR may not demonstrate results similar to ones with a right

TKR because movement time (when shifting the right foot from the gas to brake switch)

may not be afflected by a left TKR as usually people use the right leg for both gas and

brake pedal. In the present study, participants were regular drivers and were recruited
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specifically with a right TKR because, in the country of this study (Canada), the right

foot is usually used for a braking response.

Furthermore, average preferred movement time was .202 seconds and .188

seconds (s) in the TKR and No-TKR group, respectively. However, in the study by

Spalding etal. (1994), average movement time was .38 seconds in the TKR group and

.37 seconds in the control group. The difference in recorded movement time between our

study and Spalding's study may be due to the apparatus and method used. Spalding et al.

(1994) defined movement time as the time recorded from when the foot is taken off the

gas pedal to when the brake pedal is depressed to a point that achieves a brake pressure of

100 N (Newton), which may take longer than the type of movement time measured in this

study (above). On the other hand, there is not much difference in reaction time (the time

between the initiation of a red light stimulus and when the foot is taken off the gas pedal)

recorded in the two studies. Average reaction time was .34 seconds and .39 seconds in the

Spalding et al. study and in our study, respectively.

Green (2000) reviewed studies related to brake response time, movement time and

reaction time. He reported that some normalized values of BRT have been established in

past studies but that results often vary because of different testing apparatus, types of

signals (e.g., red light stimulus box, computer screen, etc.) and owing to how responses

are measured (e.g., analyses were performed either using reaction time, movement time

or total movement time). In his review, Green states that average BRT under conditions

of high expectancy and little uncertainty is about .70 to.75 seconds and that .2 seconds of

that value is movement time (Green, 2000).
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In this study, the average BRT was slightly faster at .60 + .il and .57 + .08

seconds in the TKR and No-TKR group, and preferred movement time .202 +.5 and

.188 + in the TKR and No-TKR group, respectively. These results support the premise

advanced by Green that simulator studies have faster total movement lreaction times and

may be influenced by the expectancy of the stimulus. Moreover, Green notes that the

absence of an age effect on movement time may be related to sample bias, that is, older

adults in better health are more likely to be driving and may be more likely to participate

in driving studies. He also notes that no studies have found that women are faster than

men, supporting the results in our study that found men have faster movement time in all

conditions.

Previous studies examined outcomes of individuals with a TKR at various time

periods, for example, from three months to many years after receiving a TKR (Oulett and

Moffet, 2002; Kreibich et al., 1996; otsuki, Nawata, and okuno,lggg). However, only a

few studies focused on driving-related function post-TKR. These laboratory studies

concentrated exclusively on braking and movement time pre- and post-TKR, and did not

relate movement time to self-report or functional performance measures.

Recommendations about when it is appropriate to resume driving after TKR, has

been based on the time it takes to achieve pre-TKR brake response times. However, these

studies provide no consensus on the time period, post-TKR that atypical individual must

wait before being capable of performing an acceptable brake/movement time. For

example, various time periods are recommended, indicating that individuals may resume

driving anywhere from six to eight weeks following TKR (Pierson et al., 2003; Spalding

et al., 1994). However, none of these studies examined movement time in relation to
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other parameters, such as foot-shifting strategy, knee range of motion, or post-TKR

quality of life measures which have been used in many studies to assess TKR outcomes.

For example, the ADL KOOS scale addresses the degree of difficulty a person

experienced within the last week with function in daily living - activities such as going up

and down stairs, rising from a sitting position, getting in and out of a car require

functional ROM in hip, knee, and ankle range of motion, similar to the range of motion

that may be required for safe braking. In sum, the results of the current study illustrate the

utility of examining linkages between movement time and knee-related quality of life,

anthropometric measures, and functional performance measures and provides direction

for future research.

P re limínary anølys is dis c us s io n

The present study consisted of 39 participants: 17 in the TKR group, and22in the

No-TKR group. The mean age of the participants in the TKR group was72.1 years

(range, 60-83). According to canadian Joint Replacements Registry (CJRR, 2004),the

mean age of patients undergoing TKR is 69 years. Therefore, the age of participants in

the current study is slightly older and may thus reflect accurately the increasing

population of this age group in Canada, as well as the fact that Manitoba has one of the

highest proportions of people aged 65 and older in Canada (Manitoba Fact Book on

Aging,2005).

The characteristics of TKR participants involved in this study are consistent with

previous research, in that individuals with a TKR weighed significantly more (88.02 +

12.21kg) and had significantly greater BMI (31.19 + 5.67 kglmz) compared to
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individuals without a TKR (Hirvonen eta1,2006; Harms, Larson, sahmoun, and Beal,

2006).

KOOS Scøle

Various QOL instruments have been used to measure knee specific outcomes

after TKR. The KOOS scale is an extension of the Vy'estern Ontario anrd McMaster

University Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC) (Bellamy et a1.,1988), a disease specific

quality of life instrument that is a widely used and is reported to be the instrument of

choice for examining knee related quality of life after TKR (Brazier et al., 1999; Kriebich

et a1.,1996). The V/OMAC has three separate subscales originally designed to assess

pain, stiffiress and function of daily living among older adults with osteoarthritis but has

been used extensively as an outcome measure after TKR. For example, Quintana et al.

(2006) conducted a study to determine changes in health-related quality of life after TKR

in 624 patients who completed the WOMAC pre- and six months post-TKR (mean age :

71.9 yearc). Post-TKR participants reported significant improvement in symptoms, pain

and function.

This study examined knee-specific quality of life post-TKR using the KOOS

scale. In general, there was a tendency for participants with a TKR to report more pain

and symptoms, more difficulty with ADL, more difficulty with function in sports and

recreational activities, and reduced QOL when compared to their counterparts. However,

the only significant differences emerged for symptoms (Table 4). The scores in our study

are similar to those reported in previous research by Roos and Toksvig-Larsen (2003).

The relationship of the KOOS subscales were examined with respect to movement time

but only the ADL subscale was significantly correlated with both preferred and
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altemative (longer) movement time. Considering the range of activities the KOOS ADL

scale examines, such as difficulty in getting in and out of a car, future research needs to

explore more fully the relationship of this measure to objective functional outcomes (e.g.,

hip, knee, or ankle active range of motion) and domain specific functions, such as

movement time.

Active Rønge of Motion

Active range of motion is considered an important outcome measure following

TI(R (Ritter, Harty, Cavis, Meding, & Berend, 2003). For example, Schurman and Rojer

(2005) assessed knee ROM among 358 subjects (mean age,69 years), using a goniometer

before and after TKR. They used five different types of prostheses to examine AROM.

These researchers reported that the avetage range ofknee flexion was I 1 1 degrees, pre-

operatively, and that it was I l3 degrees, post-operatively. Similarly, in our study, average

active right knee flexion was I I 1.3 degrees and active knee extension was 1.9 degrees in

participants with a right TKR.

In addition, in our study we measured AROM at the hip, knee and ankte joints,

using a goniometer. The results showed that participants with a right TKR have

significantly less right hip flexion and extension, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion,

when compared to the No-TKR group (see Table 5). This suggests that although TKR

may help with pain reduction individuals may still have reduced range of active and

functional knee range of motion (Jones et al., 2005). The reduced ROMpost-operatively

could be attributed to the reason that individuals undergoing TKR surgery have restricted

ROM even prior to the surgery and the TKR surgery may have improved the ROM but,

not comparable to the control group individuals.
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Previous research has reported a modest correlation between knee mobility and

functional items of the WOMAC (Jones eta1.,2005) and this is evident in the correlation

between ADL and hip and knee AROM in our study (see Table 5). Although we did not

measure AROM before surgery, and, therefore, we do not know if AROM is reduced

post-TKR, the TKR group, in contrast to the No-TKR group, demonstrated a significantly

smaller AROM in knee flexion. Although these results cannot be generalized,to all

people with right TKR, they provide direction for future research that examines hip, knee,

and ankle movements pre- and post-operatively, in relation to movement time pre- and

post-operatively.

Gait analysß

Gait analysis has often been used to examine function after TKR surgery and the

results of this study support previous gait analysis studies. Previous research by Lee et al.

(1999) compared gait between those who had undergone TKR one year prior to the study

date (n:20, mean age: 68 years) with control subjects who had not undergone a TKR

(n :35, mean age:69 years). Force plates were used to gather all the data. The

researchers used stepwise linear regression for statistical analysis, and reported that gait

speed was reduced and that step length was shorter in individuals with a TKR, when

compared to control subjects.

In another study Chen, Cheng, Shang and Wu (1991), examined functional status

of patients (mean age:64.8 years) with a TKR, using gait analysis. The data were

collected using a Vicon motion analysis system. Data from participants with a TKR was

compared with a control group of participants who were younger (mean age : 27 years).

These researchers reported that participants with a TKR demonstrated slower velocity,
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shorter step-length and reduced cadence, when compared to those without a TKR.

Although the researchers recruited a younger group of individuals in the control group,

the findings in this study, using groups of like age, were similar to findings of Chen et al.

(1ee1).

In the current study, individuals with a TKR have significantly shorter step-

length, when compared to the No-TKR group and there is a tendency for TKR subject to

have slower walking speed and less cadence (see Table 6). The results of the gait analysis

(in the current study) were supported by the results from the TUG test, which shows that

individuals with a TKR take longer to walk the three meters in the TUG the test. In

addition, shorter step length and slower gait speed was associated with longer preferred

and alternative movement time whereas shorter movement time was associated with

better self-report of function in the KOOS scales (see Table 4). As such, future research

needs to extend gait analysis following TKR and examine the relationships with other

self-report and functional outcomes in order to elucidate the relationships between these

variables.

Pedormance tests: The Tímed up and Go Test and thefoot tap test

The TUG and tap test have been used to measure leg strength, endurance, and

coordination. Specifically, the U.S. Department of Transportation - National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration in the report on Model Driver Screening and Evaluation

Program, Volume 11: Maryland Pilot Older Driver Study (Chapter 3: Pilot Study Data

Collection, 2003) stated that "the physical abilities targeted in these tests were those

needed to sustain pedal control without fatigue and to quickly and accurately shift back
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and

7).

forth from the accelerator to the brake pedal when circumstances demand it" þage

In this study, there was a significant difference in TUG scores between the TKR

and No-TKR groups (see Table 7). The TUG test has been used frequently as an outcome

measure after undergoing a TKR. For example, Rossi et al. (2006) compared mobility

between participants with a TKR (mean age 70.7 years) and participants in an age-

matched control group (mean age,69.6 years) using the TUG. These researchers reported

that 10-26 months after TKR, participants were 28olo slower when compared to their

control group counterparts: TKR group participants took, on average, 7.3 seconds, and

control group participants take, on average, 5.6 seconds, to complete the TUG. The

findings of this study are similar to Rossi et al. (2006), in that individuals with TKR are

significantly slower when compared to their control goup counterparts. In this study, the

TKR group took 7.6 seconds and the non-TKR group took 6.3 seconds to complete the

TUG (see TableT).

In another study by Mizner & Mackler (2005) 14 participants were tested three

months after TKR surgery. The mean age of participants was 62 years and the mean BMI

was29.7kglm2. Participants took 7.37 seconds on an average to complete TUG and their

gait speed was 1.34 meter/second. Similarly, in this study, participants with TKR

completed the TUG in 7 .6 seconds and their average gait speed was 1. 12 meter/second.

Although the TKR participants in this study took longer to complete the TUG,

when compared to the No-TKR group, the results of both groups fall within a normal

range for the TUG. A cut-off score of 20 seconds or less to complete the TUG was

considered to indicate independence in mobility and transfers (Podsiadlo and Richardson,
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l99I) whereas individuals who took more than 30 seconds to complete the test were

considered to require assistance with transfers and mobility.

Although the participants were able to demonstrate a good score/time in the TUG

test, this does not indicate that the participants can walk for long distances. It is possible

that an outcome measure demonstrating endurance and strength such as the six minute

walk would be a superior indicator of endurance and mobility (Parent & MofÊet, 2002)

and should be used in addition to the TUG test as an outcome measure following TKR. In

addition, the correlation with movement time (longer movement time is correlated with

longer TUG time) provided an additional perspective on outcome measurements

following TKR and the relationship to movement time.

The tap test used in this study differs from the study mentioned above in that

participants were timed for ten seconds and the numbers of taps achieved in that time

were counted, whereas other methods time the individual while they complete a specified

number of taps. Regardless of the method used, this test may be a useful method for

examining an approximation of movement time in a clinical setting. In this type of test,

the person shifts the right foot, from right to left, across a book or binder, such that the

movement performed imitates the movement that is used when shifting the right foot

from a gas to a brake pedal. Therefore, TKR individuals may demonstrate reduced

functional performance in this test at different time periods post-TKR, especially if they

have pain or restricted ROM in the hip, knee, or ankle.

The tap test has not been used in previous studies related to TKR and./or

movement time. However, it has been used as an outcome measure in patients before and

after right knee arthroscopy (mean age: 42 years). The results in these studies compared
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individuals pre- and post-arthroscopy, and the authors reported that participants reached

their pre-arthroscopy levels (14 taps in 10 seconds) four weeks after arthroscopy. The

results from this study, although not significant, demonstrated a tendency for individuals

with a TKR to perform fewer number of taps (mean : g.6) when compared to participants

in the No-TKR group (mean: 10.6). Future research should examine the psychometric

properties of the tap test, and validate the use of this test in individuals with and without a

TKR to determine if the test can be used as a proxy of movement time in a clinical setting

post-TKR. That is, to use it as a clinical test that may discriminate between slower and

faster movement time post-TKR so that it could be used as an outcome measure in future

TKR research. In addition, future research should examine the psychometric properties of

this test as a rehabilitation exercise specifically designed to improve movement time

following TKR, prior to return to driving.

Comelation ønølysis

Correlation analyses were performed to explore relationships between preferred and

alternative movement time and selected variables. Although the preferred strategy was the

one the individual was most expected to use in a real driving situation, we presented

correlations for both preferred and alternative strategy movement times. Contrary to our

expectations' age and having a TKR were not associated with preferred or alternative

movement time' However, colrelation results do support our hypotheses related to

movement time and the KOOS scale. Results revealed that (slower) preferred movement

time was significantly correlated with being female, being shorter, having a greater BMI,

and having more ADL difficulties. These factors may explain the longer movement time

observed in women compared to men and supports previous research that links selÊreport
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outcome measures, physical performance measures, and gender post-TKR (Kennedy,

Stratford, Pagura, Walsh, & V/oodhouse, 2002). In addition, (longer) movement time was

significantly correlated with taking longer to complete the TUG and fewer taps in the tap

test, which may also reflect reporting more ADL problems. Thus height appears to

influence preferred movement time, possibly making it more difficult for women (who are

shorter than men) to both reach the pedals and to shift between the pedals in this laboratory

study.

Similar to preferred movement time, longer alternative movement time was

significantly associated with being female, having greater BMI, repofing more ADL

difficulties, taking longer to complete the TUG and performing fewer taps in the tap test,

having a slower walking speed and shorter step length. Alternate pivot preferred movement

time was associated with greater weight and BMI and more difficulties with ADL. Thus,

being female, reporting more ADL difficulties, having a longer TUG time and slower

walking speed are consistent with previous research examining outcomes following TKR

(Kennedy et a1.,2002; Parent & Moffet, 2002).It has been suggested that further research

is needed to examine the relationships between the WOMAC scores and performance

measures across the pre- and post-operative spectrum (Parent & Mof[et, 2002). As such,

this study provides additional insight to the relationship between the ADL subscale of the

KOOS (and by proxy the WOMAC) and movement time, which can be considered a

domain specific performance outcome measure following TKR.

Vícon joínt angles ønd range of motion

Due to inexact placement of the knee and tibial markers, the data from the Vicon

joint angle and ROM analysis proved to be unreliable and could not be used for these
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analyses. There are significant challenges in marker placement when using the Vicon

system to record lower extremity movements from a seated position. The standard plug in

Gait model requires accurate placement of markers over anatomical landmarks such as

the anterior superior iliac spines, posterior superior iliac spines and the centre of knee

joint rotation. A different model may have been able to compensate for possible

inaccurate marker placement, especially with more obese individuals where the abdomen

often obscures the anatomical reference points.

It is possible that during the foot shifting movement camera detection of these

markers became partially obscured, providing inaccurate recording. Others have also

noted this problem, and various devices have been developed to compensate for these

problems that help to reduce error in recording the joint angles and ROM (Baker, 2006;

Deluzion, wyss, Li, &. costigan, 1993:Manal, Mcclay, stanhope, Richards, & Galinat,

2000: Schache, Baker, & Lamoreus,2006).

Whereas gait analysis using the Vicon system has been well established after

TKR (chen, cheng, Shang, & wu, r99l;Dennis, Komistek, Mahfouz, walker, &

Tucher,2004: Fuchs, Toauffs, plaumann, Tibesku, & Rosenbuam,2005;Munderman,

Dyrby, & Andriacchi, 2005), in addition to gait analysis, this study attempted to use the

system to arølyze joint parameters specifically related to movement that may be used

during a foot shifting strategy that imitates movement used in a driving situation. Future

methodology must address how to best record the data from a seated position, including

marker placement and calculation of resurts using the vicon system.
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Conclusions

This study was designed to examine movement time when older adults performed

a lift or a pivot foot-shifting strategy, while moving their right foot from a simulated gas

pedal (switch) to a simulated brake pedal (switch). The foot shifting strategies were

categonzed as preferred or alternative. The preferred method was the one that

participants normally used in their own car. Two groups of participants were examined: a

TKR group and a No-TKR goup. Main analyses of movement time ANCOVA results

demonstrated a gender difference in movement time with males having faster movement

time compared to females, but no differences in movement time between TKR and No-

TKR groups. Based on regression analysis of movement time, height (being shorter) and

reporting more ADL diffrculties explained a moderate amount of the variance in both

preferred and alternative foot-shifting strategy movement time.

With respect to AROM, there was a smaller range of motion in right hip and knee

flexion and ankle dorsiflexion among TKR participants who also performed more poorly

on physical perfiormance measures of the TUG, tap test, and gait parameters compared to

the No-TKR group. There was a tendency for TKR individuals to report more pain,

symptoms (the only significantly different between group scale), ADL diffrculties, poorer

function in sports and poorer quality of life, and having more ADL difficulties was

correlated with longer movement time.

The results of this pilot study extend previous research on movement time and

provide new directions for future movement time research with older adults receiving a

TKR- The study demonstrated the unique approach of examining movement time with

two foot shifting strategies, a familiar or preferred strategy and an unfamiliar or
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alternative strategy as well as examining the linkages between movement time and

anthropometric characteristics, quality of life measures and physical performance

measures. It also provides direction for future rehabilitation related research among

health care professionals who are concemed with older adults'driving ability, especially

after TKR.
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RESEARCH PARTICIPANT INFORMATION AND CONSENT FORM

Research Project Title: Leg Movements During Driving Among Older Adults With and
Without a Total Knee Replacement

Principal Investigator: Dr. Leah weinberg, Ph.D., Rl06-771 McDermot Ave., wpg.,
MB., R3E 0T6. Phone:

co-lnvestigator: Dr. Michelle Porter, Ph.D., 207AMax Bell centre. phone:

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Please take your time to review
this consent form and discuss any questions you may have with the study staff You may
take your time to make your decision about participating in this study and you may
discuss it with your friends, family or (if applicable) your doctor before you make your
decision. This consent form may contain words that you do not understand. Please ask the
study staff to explain any words or information that you do not clearly understand.

Purpose of Studv
The purpose of this study is to examine driving related leg movements in older drivers
with and without a total knee replacement (TKR). This study will involve a series of
laboratory exercises as well as measuring the flexibility and strength of your hip, knee
and ankle joints. Prior to conducting the laboratory part of this study, we will aik you to
complete several questionnaires that relate to your driving habits, your health and
functional ability, your knee function, and your beliefs and attitudes about falls and
exercise. We have included one questionnaire with this information package. You will be
asked to respond to the other questionnaires during your first appointment.

A total of 60 individuals will participate in this study.

Studv Procedures
Participation in the study will involve two appoinfments. The first appointment will
last on average two hours and the second appointment approximately onõ and one-half
hours. we ask that you bring a pair of shorts to wear at each appointment.

The appointments will take place in the Aging, Rehabilitation, and Social Cognition
Research Laboratory in the School of Medical Rehabilitation at the University of
Manitoba. The laboratory is located on the third floor of the Rehabilitation Hospital, g00
sherbrook St, winnipeg, MB., in Room RR309C. Laboratory tests during the sècond
appointment will take place in Room RR355, also on the third floor of the Rehabilitation
Hospital.

If you take part in this study, you will have the following procedures administered by a
trained research assistant:
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1. At the first appointment, in Room RR309C in the Rehabilitation Hospital, you will be
asked to take the Mini Mental State Exam which is a simple, brief test of your ihintittg
ability in terms of orientation, memory, attention, language, and planning. Vou will be
asked a series of questions which may require you to look at objects or diaw, so you
should make sure to bring yow reading glasses.

You will also be asked to provide a short health history and to answer some
questionnaires. The questionnaires will ask about your activities, any pain you may be
experiencing, and your ability to do certain activities. Other questions will ask about how
you rate your health and functional ability, and your attitudes and beliefs about your
health, functional ability, exercise, and falls. For example, you will be asked the extent to
which you feel you control yow future health, or if you agree or disagree with certain
statements such as "The main thing which affects my health is what I myself do',.

Next, the research assistant will measure the flexibility in your right hip, knee,
and ankle. You will be asked to bend and straighten your hip and u -"^ur.-ånt is taken
in each position. Similarly, you will be asked to bend and straighten your knee as fa¡ as
you can comfortablY, and bend and straighten your ankle while a measurement is taken in
each position. You will be lying down for the hip and knee movements, and seated for the
ankle movements. We ask that you bring a pair of shorts to wear while we take these
measurements. We will also record your height and weight, and measure your leg length
as well as the width of your knees and your ankles.

This will be followed by a short walking test. You will start from a seated
position, you will get up, walk to a point 9 metres away,tum around and walk back to the
chair and sit down. You will be timed as you walk as quickly and safely as you can from
the word start until you sit down again.

Next, you will take a foot tapping test. You will sit in a standard chair and will
move your right foot from right to left and back again over ¿ut open book as many times
as possible in 10 seconds.

Finally, the research assistant will assist you with a computer test called
"Roadwise Review lt, O Tool to Help Seniors Drive Safely Lo-nger" produced by the
American Automobile Association (AAA). This is an easy-to-use computer pro€ram
that allows you to check visual, mental and physical responses a person needJ when
driving. The computer program has a series of exercisesthat allows you to perform a self-
evaluation based on the accuracy and speed of your responses. The research assistant will
help you with the exercises. For example, head/neck fléxibility is assessed by having you
sit on a chair facing away from the computer. You will then be asked to turn and lookat
the computer screen and identiff a figure that is on the screen. Visual acuity is measured
by having you sit in front of the computer screen and identiff which letter on the screen
is different from the others. This is done first with high contrast between the letters and
the background, and then with low contrast between the letters and the background,
similar to what you may see when you are driving during a bright day and dising periods
of low visibility such as in fog or rain. Other exercises uik yo., to match certain whole
figures with ones that have parts missing but could be completed to match the whole
figure. Another task is to quickly identifu figwes at the edge of the computer screen that
match the f,rgure in the middle of the screen, similar to being able to recognize and
anticipate ahazardwhen you are driving. A different task aiks you to r.Ã th" driving
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environment on the computer screen and to recognize traffic signals and driving threats at
the edge of your field of view. At the end of the program, you will receive feedback on
each area, together with suggestions to keep you driving safely longer. You will receive
a print out of the results of this test at the end of your second appoiátment.

2. At your second appointment, lasting approximately one and one-half hours, we again
ask that you bring a pair of shorts to wear. This is so we can clearly see how you walk
and how you move your leg. The following tests wilt be administeied by two research
assistants.

Foot reaction and movement time will be measured with two foot switches
mounted on a wood base such that the angle and distance between switches are similar to
what would be found in a standard vehicle gas and brake pedals. You will be seated and
asked to respond to a light signal as quickly as possible, moving your right foot from the
right switch to the left switch, similar to moving from the gas tõ ift" ¡.ut e pedal in a car.
Reaction time is the time of releasing the right switch. Movement time is the time to hit
the left switch. You will perform several practice trials and test trials.

You will have special markers attached to areas over your hip, knee, and ankle
joints so that our motion analysis cameras can analyse yor¡r movements as you place your
foot on the "gas pedal switch" and move it to the "brake pedal switch". At ihe same time,
we will measure the muscles that are activated as you p"ifo.- the movements, with
special electrodes attached to the skin over your knee muscles, and your -u..i", on the
front and back of your lower leg. You will also be asked to walk a short distance with the
markers on so that our motion analysis c¿ìmera can analyse how you walk. This camera
does not take conventional pictures. Rather, it records your movements based on the
reflection of the markers and produces "stick" figures ihut "* be analysed. These
activities will take place on the third floor of the Rehabilitation Hospiial, 800 Sherbrook
St., in room RR355.

Risks and Discomforts
There are risks associated with any type of physical activity. V/e have tried to minimize
risks to you by asking you questions about your health status. The likelihood of injury
from this type of testing is low. You do not have to do any test if you feel that it will
cause you discomfort or pain.

In addition, if you are uncomfortable answering any of the questions on the
questionnaires, you are free not to answer them.

Benefits
There may or may not be direct benefit to you from participating in this study. However,
you will learn useful and valuable information about your driving skills by tá<ing the
"Roadwise Review tÏ, O Tool to Help Seniors Drive Safely Longer". fn addition, you
will receive information on your own abilities from the hbóratory tests (reaction and
movement time and other physical tests). At the end of the study, after aÌl the data is
analysed we will provide you with general results from the study.
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Costs
All the procedures which will be performed as part of this study, are provided at no cost
to you.

Payment for participation
You will be given $10.00 for parking or bus/transportation costs after each appointment.

Confidentiality
Information gathered in this research study may be published or presented in public
forums, however your name and other identifying information will not be useã or
revealed. Your information will be assigned a study number and all study related
documents will have only your assigned study number.
Your identity will be treated as confidential in accordance with the Personal Health
Information Act of Manitoba (PHIA) guidelines. No results will be released in any way
that could identifu you personally.
Driver and Vehicle Licensing or Autopac (MPI) will NOT be given any information.

The University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board may review records related to
the study for quality assurarìce purposes.

All records will be kept in a locked secure area and only those persons identified by the
study investigators (e.g., project coordinator, research assistants) will have access to these
records.

Voluntarv Participation/Withdrawal from the Studv
Your decision to take part in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or you
may withdraw from the study at arry time. Your decision not to participate or tò withdraw
from the study will not affect you in any way. You can stop participatìng in the study at
any time. However, if you decide to stop participating in the study, *e 

"r"o*age 
you to

talk to the study staff first.

If the study stafffeel that it is in your best interest to withdraw you from the study, they
will remove you without your consent.

Questions

You are free to ask any questions that you may have about any of the activities you are
asked to participate in and your rights as a research participant. If any questions come up
during or after the study, contact the study principal investigator Dr. Leah Weinberg at

or the study coordinator Ms. Aman Bajwa, at

For questions about your rights as a research participant, you may contact The University
of Manitob4 Bannatyne Campus Research Ethics Board Office at(204) 7ïg-33gg.

Do not sign this consent form unless you have had a chance to ask questions and have
received satisfactory answers to all of your questions.
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Statement of Consent

I have read this consent form. I have had the opportunity to discuss this research study with Dr.
Leah Weinberg and/or her study staff I have had my questions answered by them in language I
understand. The risks and benefits have been explained to me. I believe that I have not been
unduly influenced by any study team member to participate in the research study by any
statements or implied statements. Any relationship I may have with the study team has not
affected my decision to participate. I understand that I will be given a copy of this consent form
after signing it. I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary and that I may choose
to withdraw at any time. I freely agree to participate in this research study.

I understand that my identity will be treated as confidential in accordance with the personal
Health Information Act of Manitoba (PHIA) guidelines. No results will be released in any way
that could identiff me personally.

I authorize the inspection of any of my records that relate to this study by The University of
Manitoba Research Ethics Board for qualify assurance purposes.

By signing this consent form, I have not waived any of the legal rights that I have as a participant
in a research study.

I agree to be contacted for future follow-up in relation to this study. yes No

Participant signature: Date:
(Daylmonth lyear)

Participant printed name:

I, the undersigned, have fully explained the relevant details of this research study to the
participant named above and believe that the participant has understood and has knowingly given
their consent.

Printed Name: Date:

Signature:
(Day, month, year)

Role in the study:
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Appendix B

Study Poster
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R.ESEARCII STUDY
EXAMTNII{G LEG MOVEMEI{TS

Nq OLÐER AÐULTS
WITH and WITHOUT A RIGI{T K|{EE

REPLACEME¡{T

Men and women, 60 years of age and over,

with or without a right knee replacement are eligibte.

The study involves participating in two sessions

lasting approximately one and a half hours each.

You will be asked to perform some simple laboratory exercises

and answer some questionnaires.

There will be reimbursement for bus/parking costs

for each appointment

For information please contact:

Dr. Leah Weinb€rg,
University of Manitoba

Phone:

E-mail:
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Appendix C

Phone Tracking Sheet
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LEG MOVEMENTS DURING DRIVING AMONG OLDER ADULTS
WITH AND WITHOUT A TOTAL KNEE REPLACEMENT

PHONE TRACKING SHEET

DATE OF PHONE CALL: I I lD #=

DD MM YYYY

LAST NAME:

ADDRESS:

FIRST NAME:

POSTAL GODE:

PHONE NUMBER:

GENDER: n frnale nFemate

DATE OF BIRTH:
DD MM YYYY

SELECTION CRITERIA:

HOME N WORK 1

AGE: E

l. Right knee reptacement: n yes n ¡¡o tf yes, when?
(lf greater than one year, disquatified)ll. Regular driver: n yes n ruo

lll. Where did you hear about the study?

Newspapers/ newsletter (Which one?)
Poster (Where?)

Friend(s)/ Retative(s) tr
Are the friends or Reratives taking part in study too? n yes n ruoVl. Quatified to participate? [ yes n ¡lo

lf no, interested in future study? n yes fl tto

PACKAGE SENT OUT: fJYes Date:

n ¡¡o why:

FOLLOW-UP DATE:

Unwilling to participate !
why?

n
n

Response after reading package:
Willing to participate tl

: Date of Appointment 1: Date. Time:
: Date of Appointment 2: Date: Time:: Other Comments


